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Swedish start-up Tingletouch Games has already published two

games for smartphones and tablets. Now, they launch their first

conventional game. Magnus Holmgren presents his games

and his company to the readers of EAN.

How ThatsPersonal.com launched a tremendously suc-

cessful Twitter campaign, or: A story from India that under-

pins the reach and impact of social media and demons-

trates how the erotic trade can harness this power.

Have you ever heard of Enten, the Sumerian fertility deity? If not,

this edition of “Monthly Mayhem“ may prove very educational,

thanks to Tony Levine, the mastermind of Big Teaze Toys, 

In our interview with Simon Prescott, the head of British store

chain Nice n Naughty, we talked about the consumer climate

and the developments in the British erotic trade – that is, until

things suddenly turned to Liverpool FC and Jurgen Klopp.

Given his activity in the wholesale and retail trade, Robert Strzelecki

has intimate insights into the Polish erotic market. EAN asked him to

draw a detailed picture of this market and to delineate its structu-

res and development. 
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Page 136

Page 46
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C O N T E N T

Crescendo – that's the name of the first vibrator of up-and-co-

ming company Mystery Vibe. The product will hit the market later

this year, and in our interview, Soumydip Rakshit tells us about the

development of this flexible toy.

EDC go out of their way to make sure the customers are satisfied with

their service. And since Eric Idema and his team have recently laun-

ched a collaboration with the Dutch postal service, vibrators, dildos,

etc. are now even delivered to people's doorsteps on Sundays.
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Beckenham, England /  Copenhagen,  Denmark  -  S ince

 Vitenza has become a dist r ibutor of the Jes-Extender and

MaleEdge Brands, i t  has seen a surge in demand and sales,

par t icular ly in the exclusive markets of I taly and France. 

Vitenza Wholesale teams up
with MaleEdge and Jes-Extender 

Nicola Donati, Business Manager

for the Italian Market at Vitenza,

credits this increased activity and

 quicker than expected rise in sales to

the relationship the wholesaler have

with DanaLife. “Working with an estab-

lished and innovative brand such as

DanaLife and, more importantly, get-

ting the P.O.S. support when we have

needed it most, has made a big dif-

ference entering such competitive

marketplaces,” he says. The wholesa-

ler gives its customers access to ex-

clusive materials. This includes product

imagery, videos, online banners and

in store display stands. According to

General Manager, Django Marecaux,

the wall mounted stand, in particular,

helps customers get the most out of

selling Jes-Extender and MaleEdge.

No other brand display can afford re-

tailers the opportunity to generate the

level of increased sales, compared

to its relatively small size, that this stand

can. “Give us a just under 1 m2 of

wall space and we can improve your

Male Edge and Jes Extender sales by

400 per cent” the General Manager

says. Klaus Pedersen, Managing Part-

ner at Danalife, says, “We were keen

to work with Vitenza for a while before

they decided to take us on and for a

number of reasons. Their pan-Euro-

pean cross channel marketing ability

meant that we could get access to

international markets, not just in a

quick way, but, more importantly in

the right way. Vitenza focus on specific

brands and work closely with us over

their strategy and have a very trans-

parent and effective communication

channel. Their model is refreshing, as

it give retailers a good chance to

make money and it grants us the abi-

lity to raise the profiles of the product.”

More info at: www.vitenza.com 

For pan-European cross channel marketing

N E W S

letter

from the editor
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Nowadays, crowdfunding is more

than a phenomenon, also in

Europe – and also in the erotic in-

dustry. Bankrolling projects via nu-

merous smaller contributions is a

method that is becoming more

and more popular, and more and

more innovations seem to be de-

veloped by small, venturesome

companies that market their first

products via crowdfunding. Such

campaigns seem to prove most

successful when the company al-

ready has a (near) finished product

to show for. If such a campaign is

successful, you can be sure to

have a customer base for your first

production batch. And the user

feedback enables you to further

optimise your product before it hits

the market – a factor that must not

be underestimated in these times

when communication with the cus-

tomer is becoming increasingly im-

portant. That said, crowdfunding

campaigns also present the erotic

market with a problem, at least in

the short run: With these small

newcomer companies, develop-

ment, production, and distribution

are all centralised, and the classic

channels of distribution are ignored

altogether. In the long run, however,

this way of selling products cannot

possibly yield the kind of profit that

is achievable in the traditional

channels of distribution, online as

well as offline. So distributors and

retailers would be well advised to

keep both eyes open and seize the

right moment to embrace such a

crowd-funded product when it is

really picking up steam.

That's it for this month!

Randolph Heil

Dear Ladies and
Gentlemen
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Chatswor th, USA - The incredible USB -powered iSex col lect ion wi l l  now

be even easier to sel l  with Pipedream’s new instruct ional v ideos. Each

iSex i tem is showcased in a unique one-minute product v ideo show -

casing i ts  features and functions using animation and motion graphics. 

Pipedream releases 
complete collection of iSex videos

Distributors and retailers are encouraged to download

these complimentary videos from PDTV for in-store

merchandising or embed them onto social media sites

from Pipedream’s official Vimeo page. By request, the

manufacturer can also provide custom discs, data cards,

or flash drives with every particular video you need. Full

line distributors can even receive a free 10″ LCD screen

with sound to proudly display the new iSex digital content.

“Product videos are a tried and

true strategy for a quick and easy

sale,” said Visual Merchandiser

Briana Honz. “There’s no better

way to sell a product than to

show your customer all the ins

and outs of the item, proving exactly why they need it.

Our instructional videos do all of that work for you!”

Almere, The Netherlands - Add

some color to your store’s  as-

sortment with the great-value TOY-

JOY Shades of Purple range. This

collection of elegant toys will

 instantly brighten your day with

their sleek looks and powerful skills.

Sorry Mr. Grey, but Purple is the only  color that counts this

summer! The TOYJOY Shades of Purple collection is a com-

pact, yet versatile collection of adult toys. For example:

the Temptation Bullet is a unique stimulator which can be

used internally as a wired egg when the vibrating top is

separated from the base, or as an external stimulator

when the wired vibrating top is left attached to the base.

TOYJOY Shades of Purple also offers a classic vibe with a

modern twist: the Seduction Medium Vibrator. This vibe

combines a classic silhouette with  feminine aesthetics

and a beautiful shade of purple. It is slightly curved and

ribbed for her pleasure. This design offers 7 pulsation functi-

ons, is made of a premium body-safe silicone and easy

to operate thanks to a one-touch button control. 

Brand and product videos now available on PDTV and Vimeo

N E W S

Sorry Mr. Grey, but purple is
the only color that counts

Instructional videos for

iSex are now available 
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Bath, England - The UK’s biggest onl ine sex toy retai ler Lovehoney, is  opening i ts  doors to

budding designers once again with i ts  hugely successful  Design a Sex Toy competit ion.

The competit ion encourages people to send in their  ideas for sex toys ranging from weird

and whacky takes on classic sex toys to the most revolut ionary of designs.  Lovehoney’s

Co-owner Richard Longhurst  said: “This competit ion is  great fun. We get to look at some

fantast ic designs f rom some very talented people that would otherwise never get seen.

You don’t  have to have any experience in design to enter.  

We’re just  looking for f resh ideas that stand out f rom the crowd.”

Could your idea be worth £100,000?

Lovehoney has assembled a panel

of expert judges, including the 'Phi-

lippe Starck of sex toys' - Lelo and Tick-

ler Founder Eric Kalén, Lovehoney

Operations Manager Paul Jaques, Lo-

vehoney Product Director Bonny Hall

and Lovehoney Online Trading Ma-

nager Alice Little. There are three ca-

tegories to enter: Sex Toys for Men,

Sex Toys for Women and Sex Toys for

Couples. The winner of each cate-

gory will win £1,000 and the Judges'

Pick will receive an extra £2,000, ma-

king a grand total of £5,000 prize mo-

ney. The winners will also have the

chance to have their toy made and

earn uncapped royalties. Last year’s

overall winner was Kevin Clark with

his unusual take on a female vi-

brator. He said: “After looking at

the range of sex toys on the

market, I was really drawn to the idea

of improving the dildo. I submitted my

idea to Lovehoney and was totally

stunned when I got the email telling

me that I had won. I celebrated by

taking my wife to a great restaurant

and ordering champagne.” Kevin’s

design is still in concept stage so in-

formation about the winning design

is under wraps for now, but Clark did

have this advice for those who were

planning on entering: “Think revolution

not evolution.” 

Perhaps the most successful previous

winner was Trevor Murphy from Dublin,

Ireland who won the competition

back in 2009 with his invention, the

Sqweel Oral Sex Simulator. The pro-

duct, which is manufactured and dis-

tributed by Lovehoney, is now the

best-sell ing

oral sex toy in

the world, sel-

ling hundreds

of thousands of units and earning Tre-

vor over £100,000 in royalties. Trevor

said: “I was a struggling artist, living in

the Irish countryside with not a whole

lot to do. Winning the competition

and having my toy produced for real

has allowed me to move to the awe-

some city of Toronto, Canada and

have hobbies like comedy improv!

My life has changed a lot!” The Love-

honey team will consider all designs

submitted to them, from high tech

computer-generated designs to 3D

models, and even a scribble on a

Post-It note. The competition is running

on Lovehoney’s UK, US and Australian

websites.

Lovehoney’s Design a Sex Toy competition is back

N E W S
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Something new from ORION 
Flensburg, Germany - The

Intimate Shower “Super

Splash”, from the label

you2toys, provides wet erotic

moments. The intimate sho-

wer fits onto all normal shower

hoses – just screw it on, turn

on the water and enjoy the pleasure!

It can be enjoyed vaginally and

anally, and either alone or with a part-

ner. The slim aluminium shower tickles

and cleans the sensitive intimate

areas. The water comes out of the

five holes at the top and the four side

holes. For orders and further informa-

tion please contact: ORION Whole-

sale, Mr Hauke Christiansen, 

phone 0049-461-5040 210, 

fax 0049-461-5040 244, 

e-mail: hchristiansen@orion.de, 

www.orion-wholesale.com

The Intimate Shower “Super Splash”

is being added to the label you2toys 
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Berkel en Rodenrijs , The Netherlands - Cobeco Pharma combined all the

 interesting elements of chocolate into Chocoline. The small brown octagonal

Chocoline tablets only contain the seductive ingredients from the legendary

chocolate. Chocoline can have an aphrodisiac and stimulating effect. Both

men as women who like to spice up their sexlife can give Chocoline a try.

The sensuality of chocolate in a tablet

Chocolate is known as an aphrodisiac for centuries.

The Maya’s used a handful of cocoa beans before

a nightly game of love, Casanova doped himself with oys-

ters or chocolate before embarking on a wild adventure,

and so on. Chocolate contains the Neurotransmitter called

Phenylethylamine (PEA). This is a uplifting substance in the

brains. PEA is responsible for the feeling of love-at-first-sight.

It creates excitement and euphoria. The rush/ intoxication

of PEA is universally recognizable as that wave of romanti-

cism that comes to after you meet your dreamgirl/guy.

Chocoline contains only the

most potent elements that

makes chocolate erotically so

nice. For this reason Chocoline

is much more potent than cho-

colate. In more than one way, because generally cho-

colate products contain sugars and fats. 

Chocoline on the other hand doesn’t contains fat or

sugar but the invigorating Theobromine which stimulates

fat burning.

Chocoline

N E W S
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Wijchen, The Nether lands -  Again,  Leg Avenue expanded i ts  pass ionate,  dynamic and

highly ski l led team with another star.  Nina Schrett inger wi l l  be their  new key account ma-

nager for Germany, Austr ia, and Switzer land. Nina has worked in the luxur ious fashion in-

dustr y,  as wel l  as the l ingerie industr y.  Nina worked for a l ingerie brand in Los Angeles,

and her great experiences in both the fashion industr y and l ingerie industr y,  make Nina a

per fect team member for Leg Avenue. 

Leg Avenue’s 
latest expansion of its passionate team

Nina Schrettinger 

N E W S
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Daring to chal-

lenge yourself,

the brand, is the

main character of

Leg Avenue that at-

tracted to Nina.

Nina: “From the mo-

ment I saw the va-

cancy online, I knew

this was my dream

job. All characters of

the brand’s identity

attract to me, the

one in particular is Leg Avenue’s mo-

tivation to be different and the chal-

lenges the brand brings upon itself.

These challenges can only have a

positive outcome, it means that the

brand has a free spirit, and will not

get trapped in the same old habits

over and over. If a brand is able to

challenge itself, it can only mean one

thing – the team behind the brand is

professional, always willing to learn

and grow, and passionate”. Nina

adds: “Also for customers this is the

best feature a brand can have. This

means the brand is always willing to

develop, and constantly adapts to

changes in the market. Since Leg Ave-

nue is always open to feedback, It’s

a two-way learning experience. I be-

lieve we can all benefit from this

open, and positive business relation.

Hopefully I’ll speak to new, and exis-

ting, customers soon. I would be

happy to assist you all in this market,

and of course in the sales of Leg Ave-

nue’s products”. 
Nina Schrettinger 

EROSTYLE – new love toys 
exclusive for retail stores
Flensburg, Germany - The newly

established love toy line EROSTYLE,

which has recently become available

for retail stores from ORION Wholesale,

has exceeded all expectations. “The

response to our first advertisement

campaigns was greater than ex-

pected”, said Hauke Christiansen from

ORION Wholesale.  

“Every customer, without exception, is

satisfied with the ORION exclusive,

high quality products in this new line.

Moreover, the high sales figures defi-

nitely speak for themselves”.  Currently

other new products from this love toy

line are available from ORION Who-

lesale. All EROSTYLE products stand for

design and quality. The high quality,

promotional packaging with a folding

lid also perfectly presents and descri-

bes these products in 10 different

languages. Furthermore, there is a

subtle storage bag included in the

package. In order to increase sales,

flyers that can be passed on to cus-

tomers, are offered to the retail stores.

There are also ellipse

shop displays, which

draw the necessary

 attention to the pro-

ducts. For orders and

further  information

please contact:

ORION Wholesale, 

Mr Hauke Christiansen, 

phone 0049-461-5040 210, 

fax 0049-461-5040 244, 

e-mail: hchristiansen@orion.de, 

www.orion-wholesale.com

New products in the EROSTYLE line

are available now 
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S t  A lbans ,  England -  Fo l lowing impress ive

 histor ic sales of exist ing offer ings and exten-

s ive,  pos i t i ve  cus tomer  feedback,  Net  1on1

Wholesa le  have chosen to  expand ToyJoy ’ s

presence fur ther with the addit ion of new l ines

and sub-brands for the UK-based dist r ibutor.

Net 1on1 spreads (Toy)
Joy with new additions 

Among the new arrivals, will be a selection of wands,

 vibrators, c-rings, ticklers and bullets, taken from a cross-

section of ToyJoy’s vibrant and varied collections. Most no-

tably the ‘Designer’ and ‘Just For You’ ranges, offering

 capsule ranges ideal for bricks and mortar stores, while a

selection of SKUs from already popular categories will offer

more varied choice for Net 1on1’s customers.

Danielle Warn, Head Buyer at Net1on1 expresses her  reasons

for taking on the new lines, saying, “The ToyJoy ‘Designer’

range offers something for everyone and it’s ideal for Bou-

tiques and High-End customers alike, who are looking to

expand their silicone product offering, plus the sleek, black

packaging and high quality materials won’t disappoint! Ad-

ditionally, we will be adding to our already popular ‘Glass

Worxx’ and ‘Just For You’ ranges as previous products have

performed well for both us and our customers. The ‘Just for

You’ pieces are nicely

designed, and make

great gifts for any occa-

sion, especially during

those high-traffic times,

such as Christmas and

Valentines. However, my

personal, favourite item

within the range, ‘The Dia-

mond Gift Set’, offers the

most value for money.

The pack consists of 3

products which if sold se-

parately, would have a

combined retail value of

£70.99!”

Wands, vibrators, c-rings, ticklers and bullets

All three, new ToyJoy lines will be available to

order from Net 1on1 Wholesale in June 2015

EAN_06-15_06-37_Edi_News_Layout 1  28.05.15  15:32  Seite 6



Amsterdam, The Nether-

lands – HARD - Sexual

support by Mister B has now

hit the stores. This new cap-

sule to stimulate the sex life is

made exclusively out of na-

tural ingredients. HARD by Mis-

ter B will be available in a sin-

gle, two and five piece package. Each capsule

contains 450mg. For more information on HARD ask

your Mister B sales agent: wholesale@misterb.com 

HARD

12

Wasserbi l l ig,  Luxembourg - On May 5, pjur held the thi rd draw for the pjur Go for Gold win-

ners in the United States, Europe and Australia. This t ime, the winners of the b2b competit ion

were the shops Bossy in Poland, Patr icia’s Erot ic Boutique in the United States and Good Vi-

brations (Adult Erotica) in Australia. And Katie from Minnesota (USA), Volkmar from Steinbach

(Germany) and Jessica f rom Per th (Austral ia) are the lucky winners of a 20-gram gold bar.  

The Happy pjur Go for Gold Winners
Lucky winners all over the world 

N E W S
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Mark Lawrence, Store Operations and Purchasing Ma-

nager at Clonezone in Britain, was thrilled with his

b2b win: “We’ve always been huge fans of pjur at Clone-

zone. Many thanks for the incredible party pack, we look

forward to exploring the taste(s) of Germany!” And Teresa,

Shop Manager at Naughty But Nice in Australia, was also

delighted with her party package: “We are delighted to

have won the competition and looking forward to our pro-

per German Party with all of all of our staff. It’s going to be

a huge night and thanks to pjur for all the prizes.” Rocky,

Sales Manager at Pride Factory in the United States, won a

gift certificate worth 1,000 US dollars in the b2b raffle: “pjur

has been one of our best brands for 10 years, and we’re

still impressed by the quality of the products. That’s why

we’re even more excited about the great prize!” The b2c

winners were also thrilled and grateful for the gold bars, “I

am so happy! I will protect this gold piece because it is

the most precious prize I have ever won. It will be my lucky

charm! I never thought that I could be so lucky to win

such a great thing. But now I believe that everything is

possible! Thank You so much!”, said winner Violeta from

Lithuania. Jennifer from Adelaide, Australia was equally

pleased: “It was so unexpected to win the gold bar from

pjur, it is paying for my truck license!  I had heard great re-

views from friends about pjur lubricants, so I tried and loved

them. And I won a gold bar – simply awesome!”. Vanessa

from Australia won one of the extra gold bars at the AdultEx:

“WOW! It was amazing to attend the raffle and win a Gold

Bar. Thank you to pjur for such an awesome prize”

HARD by Mister B will be available in

a single, two and five piece package
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Almere, The Netherlands -

In the mood for some anal

satisfaction? The new Booty Call collection from Cali-

fornia Exotic Novelties - now available at Scala Play-

house - will bring you a whole lot of pleasurable sti-

mulation, without having to pick up the phone! The

Booty Call collection is a great range of vibrating and

non-vibrating, pure silicone anal toys. 

Be bold and make a
Booty Call

The collection offers exciting anal pleasure providers in

various bold colors. Get adventurous with the Booty Slider;

a sleek anal plug, or experiment with the Booty Exciter; an

ergonomically shaped anal probe. Both designs feature

an oversized designer pull ring with luxurious metallic ac-

cents. All the seamless silicone plugs and probes from the

Booty Call range are unisex, meaning they will appeal to

both your male and female consumers, or to couples loo-

king for a toy to share. 

Hongkong, China - The German lifestyle adult toy brand

Nomi Tang’s first male toy Spotty is now available on stock

again. After last year’s release date of Spotty, hundreds of

Spotty were snapped up at a torrid rate. The revolving head,

powerful and quiet vibration, waterproofness, seamless silicone

finish, recharge ability and competitive pricing, all these spe-

cial features make Spotty a 2015 XBIZ Award nominee for the

Male Sex Toy of the year. “Spotty really surprised me. I’m very

happy to see that all Spotty products were sold out very fast

when I carried it in January and I’m so excited to see the

highly anticipated product is back in stock now. In response

to the high demand, I have

stocked more Spotty this

time and believe that they’ll

rock the sales to peak in my

shop again!” said Peterson,

an adult shop owner from

the UK.

Pure silicone anal toys

Spotty is back on stock

Nomi Tang’s first male toy Spotty

is now available on stock again
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KRAHO Versand GmbH, Global Products Europe S.L., Grutinet S.L.,
Happy Valley Silicone inc, Hot Octopuss Ltd., 
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH, HOTT Products Unlimited,
Import Kareva S. A., IntimateLine Ltd., Je Joue, 

JOYDIVISION international AG, Joylux Inc., Kheper Games, 
Korsettroyal by nuevastyles, Ledapol Group, Lockerroom Marketing Ltd.,
Lovehoney, M.D. Science Lab, M&C GmbH/ Underwearcompany,
Magic Silk / Male Power, MaleEdge & Jes-Extender, 
Medical-Latex (DUA)SDN BHD, Mister B, ML Creation Co. Limited,
MOODZZ, MSX Distribution, MUGU Leather product factory,
MW-Großhandel, Andalea | LookMe | Lolitta | Passion | Provocative,
My Size, Mystim GmbH, Nalone Ltd, Nexus, Ningbo Sinyon Electronic
Technology co. ltd, Noir Handmade, Nomi Tang c/o Loewie Trading Ltd.,
Nordmax Europe Ltd, Novelties by Nasswalk, Inc., NS Novelties, 
O-Products, Odeco Ltd., Oktano GmbH / Goldlight, 
ORION Versand GmbH & Co. KG, OVO, Pasante Healthcare,
Patrice Catanzaro, Peter Domenie Mode, Petits Joujoux by Mystim,
Piasaa USA LLE, Pipedream Products, pjur group Luxembourg S.A.,
PM Body Leather, Pretty Love Toys, Pure Play Media, Rocks-Off Ltd.,
Rouge Garments, RUF, RW-Großhandel, Scala Playhouse,
Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH, Shenzhen Greenbaby Science and
Technology Ltd., Shenzhen XISE Toys Company Ltd, Shots Media,
Sign Magazine, Sino Process Ltd., Sportsheets INTL, Svakom, Swan,
Tabassum Promotion & Merchandising GmbH, SMLOUNGE, 
TENGA Co., Ltd., Tessoro (DBH Creation), TOKYO DESIGN, TONGA BV,
Topco Sales / WSM Investment LLC, Transtumm International,
Turkuaz Medikal Ltd. Sti, UM Products Limited, Viaxi, Vibe Distribution,
Vitenza, VORZE, VPS Film-Entertainment GmbH, We-Vibe, 
Wet International, Wicked Sensual Care, Xgen Products, 
Xiamen hao yu Exhibition, Xiamen Pinghong exhibition Co. Ltd,
XR Brands, YESforLOV, Zemalia, Zorba International 

Excerpt of the 
list of participants

Already now 
more than

150*

confirmed
 participants
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St Albans, England - In anticipation and preparation for the Summer season ahead and the

release of a certain box office hit to DVD, Net 1on1 Wholesale have planned a host of exclusive

sales to pass on big savings to their customers, as well as make the most of promotional

 oppor tunities while the consumer market is so active. Star ting at the end of May, customers

will be able to purchase 3 items for the price of 2 across selected products from the Official

Fif ty Shades of Grey collection. 

Big summer discounts 
for Net 1on1 Wholesale customers

With the

launch of

the first Fifty Sha-

des of Grey fea-

ture film on DVD,

out June 22nd,

the distributor are

offering the

chance to stock

up inventories

before the re-

lease while Fifty Shades fever is rife.

Danielle Warn, Head Buyer at Net

1on1 Wholesale says, “It’s the perfect

time for our customers to make sure

their stores are fully stocked, just before

the media storm picks up again and

couples are looking to re-create those

Red Room scenes at home! We really

want to give retailers a head start by

offering selected Official Pleasure

 Collection lines at 3 for the price of 2.

Now’s the time really make the most

of the film’s coverage, never before

has our industry been able to cross-

promote into the mainstream market

with such ease before, anyone would

be mad not to get on board this

 profitable ship before it sets sail!”

 Running alongside this sale initiative,

will be the distributor’s annual, Summer

Sale which will see up to 40% off trade

prices across the site on a broad

range of big name brands. Sebastian

Gonzalez, Sales Manager adds,

 "Summer is a great time for retailers

to drive sales of travel-sized and

 waterproof products as the masses

head off abroad on their holidays.

Glass toys also perform well around

this time of year as they can be

 cooled down for sensory play. The

Summer sale is a key time to stock up

on essentials while prices are low, ma-

king sure you’ve got a full catalogue

when your customer needs it most.

We also encourage our customers to

keep an eye on their email inbox, as

we will be sending out plenty of infor-

mation via our company newsletter

about other offers and deals not to

be missed.” The FSoG 3-for-2 sale will

begin 22nd May, with the Summer

Sale following at the begining of June. 

FSoG 3-for-2 sale & Summer Sale

N E W S
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Sebastian Gonzalez,

Sales Manager 

Get envious with Baci lingerie
Almere, The Netherlands - Now

available at Scala Playhouse:

the new Envy collection by Baci.

This lingerie collection for men of-

fers the choice between ultra-

comfortable basics and very sexy

daring  designs. Be the object of

envy in these must-have designs!

Baci is one of Scala Playhouse’s

newest suppliers. The brand offers

collections for men and women,

with the Envy line targeting the fa-

shion conscious, con-

fident 21st century

male. Envy by Baci in-

cludes a great

 selection of designs,

from subtle and

sweet; to sexy and seductive. The

range also features various types

of underwear including thongs, G-

strings, briefs and boxers. The ma-

terials Baci uses are soft and

smooth touch; ran-

ging from delicate

lace to silky satin and

microfiber. Baci is

founded on the desire

to be fashion forward,

meaning the brand is adding to

its collections on a daily basis. The

brand offers a matching lingerie

fantasy for every consumer. 
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Chatswor th, USA -  Pipedream has opened another brand new, state-of-the-ar t  manufactu-

r ing faci l i ty just  a few blocks f rom their  main Chatswor th headquar ters.  The new bui lding

wil l  be the manufacturer’s four th local production facil i ty, giving the company the capacity

to meet increased product demand and f i l l  future orders.  

Pipedream breaks ground 
on fourth local facility

Just months after opening their new rubber manufactu-

ring factory, Pipedream has been working around the

clock to get the fourth building online and running at full

capacity. With the newest building, Pipedream now owns

over 220,000 square feet dedicated to manufacturing,

distribution, and logistics in the US. Besides the fourth

 building, Pipedream and Jimmyjane have offices in San

Francisco and Amsterdam, and will continue to expand

around the globe to better service customers. "We’re very

excited to continue to expand in this ever-changing

 market," said Chairman and CEO Nick Orlandino. "As the

Chinese market continues to get more crowded, expen-

sive, and plagued by piracy, we can control and manage

these problems better by bringing more manufacturing

back to the US. This will make us faster to market and more

agile for private label and new product development. 

We will continue to maintain our 95% fill rates, and fill the

channel with high quality products at fair prices."

Manufacturer continues its american expansion
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands -  A high qual i ty product added in the assor tment of DUSEDO.

The Cru i ser  i s  now avai lable fo r  a l l  European reta i le rs .  Se l f - lubr icat ing and v ibrat ing 

system: The cruiser is  equipped with power ful  motors and an intuit ive control  system, you

have ful l  control over the vibration sett ings whi lst  being able to release the per fect amount

of high qual i ty lubr icant f rom the changeable car t r idge. Speed and power sett ings: 9

 Incredible speed and power sett ings for intense vibrat ing pleasure. The Cruiser set offers 3

dif ferent sheaths for a var iat ion in anal play.

DUSEDO announced 
the launch of The Cruiser 

No batteries needed: The cruiser

is rechargeable via the USB

 cable provided, you can charge via

mains using an adaptor or via an

electronic device with a USB port.

Premium package: The Cruiser set

includes 1 rechargeable self-lubri-

cating shaft with 3 separate attach-

ments; Tapered

anal training at-

tachment - the

perfect shape for

beginners. The butt

plug attachment -

A generously sized

oval shaped plug with roun-

ded tapered tip for

easy insertion. Pro-

state plug attach-

ment - made to hit

the all-important p-

spot. You also get 2

changeable cartrid-

ges and a authenticity card.

For European retailers

N E W S
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Sales set to ‘Boom’ at Net 1on1 
with addition of new line
St Albans, England

- The addition of

a new, modern vi-

brator range marks

the third brand in as

many months for the

UK distributor from

Shots Media. Boom

follows hot on the

heels of the Real-

Rock and Loveline

collections, which

have already seen

healthy sales for the

UK distributor. The

range taken on by

Net 1on1, which comprises of nine

 vibrators in both black and white co-

lour options, features ten speeds, dust

free silicone and simulated wooden

features, comes packaged in sleek,

easy to display boxes. The user can

easily switch between vibration

 modes with the easy-to-use button

operation and will never be caught

short with a handy, additional battery

indicator. Of the nine skus taken on

by the distributor, four feature USB

 rechargeable batteries, while the rest

come with two AAA batteries inclu-

ded. Danielle Warn, Head Buyer says,

“I love the quirky styles of the Boom

collection and also find the ‘wood’

styling to be very unique to the industry

too, certainly something I’ve not seen

before on a vibrator! Any product

range that stands out from the crowd

like Boom, is always surefire hit with our

customer base. With this in mind and

the added feature of dust free sili-

cone, which is also highly desirable, I

knew that this modern range would

make an excellent addition to the Net

1on1 catalgoue.” Visit stand B30 at

the ETO show to see and experience

Boom, with Hein Schouten,  present

to answer vital questions and provide

tips on how to sell the brand. 

Now available to order from

Net 1on1 Wholsale: Boom
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Bath, England - Lovehoney has unvei led the latest in i ts  l ine of Off icial  Fi f ty

Shades of Grey pleasure products to coincide with the DVD release of the

Fi f ty  Shades of  Grey mov ie .  The Of f ic ia l  F i f ty  Shades of  Grey P layroom

 Collect ion includes s ix bedroom restraint pieces inspired by Christ ian Grey’s

‘Red Room’. The range comprises a bed stretcher,  bed spreader,   over  the door

res t ra int  k i t ,  over  the bed cross  res t ra int ,  arm rest ra int ,  and an adjustable

spreader bar and cuffs,  al l  of which come with a bl indfold and a Christ ian Grey ‘Do Not

Disturb’ door hanger.  The i tems are avai lable f rom dist r ibutors f rom June 2015. 

Lovehoney unveils brand new Fifty 
Shades of Grey Playroom Collection 

Lovehoney’s Co owner Neal

 Slateford said: “We designed the

Playroom range with author E L James

to give Fifty Shades of Grey and

 bondage fans some fantastic new

offerings in the realm of bedroom

 restraints. These items allow fans to

 recreate the scenes they have read

and seen in the Fifty Shades of Grey

book and movie, as well as create

their own scenarios.” In a recent

 Lovehoney survey, 72% of those as-

ked admitted to fantasising about

 tying another person up or being tied

up and 60% of respondents consi-

dered themselves to have a BDSM or

Bondage fetish. Slateford said: “These

stats show that bondage is now big

business and we have a lot to thank

Fifty Shades of Grey for.” Lovehoney’s

Commercial Director Ray Hayes said:

“Fifty Shades of Grey is fast becoming

one of the most recognisable brands

in the world. We are building on the

demand for the Official Fifty Shades

of Grey products that consumers now

want and recognise. It is another

 opportunity to add to the phenome-

nal success of the range achieved

to date, and allows couples to further

explore and fantasise with the range

of products that Fifty Shades of Grey

is able to offer.” The Fifty Shades of

Grey movie was released on DVD on

8th May and was reportedly Amazon’s

biggest pre ordered DVD ever.  Hayes

said: “With the release of the DVD and

the announcement of the second

and third films hitting cinemas in

 February 2017 and February 2018,

we are certain that Fifty Shades of

Grey will continue to be a household

name in the future.” 

Lovehoney and sister company Coco

de Mer are listed as official suppliers

to the legendary Red Room in the first

film’s credits. Lovehoney’s other Fifty

Shades of Grey collections include

The Official Pleasure Collection, The

Sensual Care Collection and the re-

cently launched Red Room Col-

lection which consists of 10 limited

edition pieces inspired by the Fifty Sha-

des of Grey movie. 

The new items are available from distributors from June 2015

N E W S
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S&T Rubber releases Malesation “Ballchain” 
Wadgassen, Germany - The S&T

Rubber brand Malesation has

released its newest product, the

“Ballchain“. The anal beads feature

an innovative and ergonomic

 design and are made from 100%

silicone. They are available in the

 sizes small and medium and the

 colors red and black. 

More Information about S&T Rubber

and its products are available at 

www.strubbi.com and by phone 

(+49 (0)6834 – 4006 – 0).

The Ballchain anal beads

feature an innovative and ergonomic design
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Bremen, Germany - The new Generat ion 5, G5 for shor t ,  the

rechargeable vibrators from FUN FACTORY are big, strong and

flexible. These rod vibrators made of medical-grade  s i l icone

come in famil iar forms - T IGER G5 and PATCHY PAUL G5 – but

have been per fected with updated qual i t ies.  

Generation 5 of the 
DeluxeVIBES by FunFactory

The quiet deep frequency vibrati-

ons from the powerful motor set

the entire all-silicone shaft into

 passionate motion. The extremely

flexible toy sheath enables a variety

of positions and possibilities without

losing the necessary pressure on the

erogenous zones like the g-spot.

With the white control unit LOOP, 12

vibration programs can be selected

using the three PRESS FUN TO PLAY

buttons. Designed with ergonomics

and intuitive control in mind this new

control unit also features a battery

level display and the practical

QuickSTOP and key lock functions,

perfect for those who love to play

while on-the-go. With his watchful

way, curious little nose and ridged

body, PATCHY PAUL G5 has been the

carefree-cheeky face of FUN

FACTORY for many years. A German

original. With an approachable

 demeanor and bright colors, Fresh

Green, Neon Orange and Candy

Rose, the vibrator inspires users to

explore and experiment. The curved

and especially flexible “nose” finds

the G-spot every time with ease, but

also knows how to bring ecstasy to

the external erogenous zones. The

unique flexibility of the silicone shaft

allows this impressive vibrator to

bend into a variety of positions and

still exert a pleasant pressure on the

erogenous zones. 

TIGER G5 lives up to his name – wild

and bold with a distinctive structu-

ring. The powerful motor brings the

supple silicone body to life with high

levels of performance. With the

white PRESS FUN TO PLAY control unit,

the vibrator obeys every command

of the buttons and seduces gently

or with force. The curved toy tip

keeps a close eye on the G-spot or

the prostate while the wide base

also massages the clitoris or the

 perineum. Thanks to this flared base

TIGER G5 is ready to enjoy wild forays

in vaginal and anal territories. Limber

like a big cat, the pliable shaft

made of 100% silicone adapts to

and reaches even the most hidden

passion points. TIGER G5 comes in

intense India Red, luscious Petrol

and seductive Violet.

TIGER G5 and PATCHY PAUL G5

N E W S
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G5 – big, strong, and flexible 

A pleasurable taste of summer
Almere, The Netherlands - Add

an exotic dimension to your as-

sortment with the new Shunga Divine

Oral Pleasure Gloss in the delicious

Coconut Water  flavor. The 3-in-1

gloss adds a tasty dimension to oral

pleasure and is now ready to order

at Scala  Playhouse! With summer

nearly at our doorstep, it’s time to

invest in some summer essentials.

The Shunga Divine Oral Gloss is the

 perfect entry-level purchase for

consumers who want to add a tasty,

exotic dimension to their oral plea-

sure. The Coconut Water flavored

product is a great 3-in-1 choice:

when applied it provides warming,

cooling and tingling sensations. The

unisex drugstore product is a must-

have, playful summery additional to

your store’s

stock. 

Besides the

new Divine Oral Pleasure Gloss,

Scala Playhouse also stocks various

other new Shunga products. For

example: the new Shunga Massage

Candles are now available in smal-

ler, travel-ready tins and come in

various new, delicious fragrances. 
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distr ibution has acquired the latest range of Novel

Creations products with exclusive dist r ibut ion r ights across the European ter r i tor ies.  Novel

Creations, the mult i  award winning American Design Company and manufacturer has pro-

duced four innovative new products -  the NU Sensuel le G Vibrator,  the NU Sensuel le Curve

Vibrator, the NU Sensuelle Remote Control Wireless Bullet and the NU Sensuelle Point Vibrator.  

Eropartner Distribution secures exclusive
 distribution rights to Novel Creations products

All NU Sensuelle products are created using state of

the art vibrational technology with easy touch

 controls, making it effortless to operate. Made using high

quality medical grade silicone soft to touch, each of the

products are fully rechargeable using a USB port or elect-

rical plug point and are impressively powerful. The Nu

Sensuelle G Vibrator has a multi speed function consisting

of 10 intense vibrations and pulsations to choose from.

The clever design element of a ball massager at the

top offers the additional sensation of a 3 speed up and

down stroking motion. It is available in pink and purple.

The NU Sensuelle Curve 20 Function Vibrator is designed

for G-Spot stimulation whilst also delivering external clitoral

titillation. With a soft and curvaceous design, the vibrator

works with the body. With 20 vibrational patterns and pul-

sations available to explore and a powerful intense motor

to enjoy, this is also waterproof. This is also available in

pink and purple. The NU Sensuelle Remote Control

 Wireless Bullet is 10 variable modes and vibration functi-

ons rechargeable bullet that boasts a super intense and

powerful motor that does not disappoint. Available in

black, pink and purple. Elcke

Wieffering, buyer at Eropartner

Distribution explains about the

fourth product and proven best-

seller, the NU Sensuelle Point 20

Function Vibrator: “These

 products above are joined by

the number one selling product

for Novel Creations worldwide

and Storerotica 2014 Product of the Year: the NU Sensu-

elle Point. Considered by many to be the most powerful,

this rechargeable super bullet is the strongest bullet on

the market. With an impressive 20 variable settings, the

Sensuelle Point is dipped twice in high quality silicone to

produce an ultra-smooth and soft to touch surface. One

simple touch delivers straight to the point!”

This item is also available in black, pink and purple. 

Four new NU products 
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Eropartner is distributing the latest

range of Novel Creations products exclusive in Europe
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Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion are del ighted to announce

that they have been assigned as a pr imary European dist r ibutor of the luxury designer

brand AVE. AVE is a new excit ing Scandinavian company which produces premium pleasure

products with a focus on innovative and imaginative designs.

AVE available through 
Eropartner Distribution

The first collection from the

 company is the female line, the

SKY series. Beautiful and curvaceous

iconic shapes that focus on subtlety

and simplicity, the SKY series

 combines elegance and luxury.

Currently the collection consists of

two products, the Alto and the Cirrus.

Both items are available in the two

colours white and blue. Created

using high quality medical grade

 silicone, the Alto and the Cirrus are

fully waterproof. With dual motors

and seven vibration patterns to

choose from, Ave products are

quiet and have an insertable length

of 110mm. They are also recharge-

able and come with a USB charger

ensuring convenient charging on

the go. 

Both products require on average

120 minutes charging time and can

be used continuously for a

 maximum period of one and hour

hours.  “For us, Eropartner Distribution

was the obvious choice when it

came to partnering with a European

Distributor as they understand our

brand values and how to best to

communicate that with customers.

We are excited to be part of the

 Eropartner Distribution family and we

look forward to a long and prospe-

rous relationship“, says Bo Todorovic,

Global Director of Sales and Business

Development. 

Premium pleasure products
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AVE produces products with a focus

on innovative and imaginative designs

California Exotic Novelties on the move
Los Angeles, USA – California

 Exotic Novelties makes an exci-

ting move to a new, streamlined

and inspiring building. The process

took place in stages starting in

 January. The result equals a magni-

ficent state-of-the-art facility and

 larger, open office space that allows

for more team co-working and col-

laboration. Susan Colvin, President

and CEO of California Exotic Novel-

ties, says, “Our new building is to die

for! We’ve already welcomed seve-

ral guests to this magnificent mo-

dern space. We have two gorgeous

showrooms, one for California Exotic

Novelties and one for JOPEN. We’ve

expanded our art department and

they have an open creative area

where they can collaborate with our

product development teams. Our

new home has a new look and feel

and the exciting part is; there is still

more to come!” California Exotic

Novelties’ headquarters features

modern architecture and looks like

it could have been designed by

 Richard Meier, famed architect of

the Getty Museum. The building has

elements of art deco, plus it boasts

wide open spaces, expansive glass

windows, and is immaculately de-

corated to welcome visitors. All the

offices are open and conducive to

teams co-working on projects toget-

her. Newly expanded marketing de-

partments, along with sales, art, ac-

counting, shipping, purchasing, and

other departments, have confe-

rence areas to brainstorm together. 

California Exotic Novelties’ new phy-

sical address is 1455 E. Francis

Street, Ontario, California 91761,

USA. The new mailing address is P.O.

Box 50400, Ontario, California

91761, USA. 

The new CalExotic building 
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Los Angeles, USA - The Screaming O has introduced a simple online order system to let custo-

mers request a variety of free merchandising tools and custom graphics quickly and easily.

Retailers now can get banners, stickers, signage and fun sales tools customized for their stores

with just the click of a mouse at the company’s SellSomeFun.com B2B resource site. 

The Screaming O makes it easy to request free
marketing & merchandising materials online

In three easy steps, customers can

send specific requests for gromme-

ted canvas hanging banners, pop-

up banners, window stickers, in-store

signage, posters and more. Custo-

mers simply take measurements and

a photo of the space in mind, fill out

the online form, and upload a photo

of the area in which the signage will

go. And be sure to include a high-res

logo if it’s part of the overall design! A

Screaming O team member will be

in contact to provide mock-ups for

approval and edits and once the final

version is ready, each one-of-a-kind

piece will be sent directly to custo-

mers’ doors! The Screaming O’s array

of event swag also is available at

 SellSomeFun.com to save retailers

time and effort while planning their

next in-store events. “Muff Divers

 Association” ID cards promoting the

popular SnorkelO novelty, as well as

new GO Vibe Ring samples attached

to portable postcards, are available

using a quick order form that sends

requests directly to the Screaming O’s

marketing department. “Service is our

No. 1 priority and we’re always thinking

of ways to make processes easier and

more efficient for our busy customers,”

The Screaming O Account Executive

Conde Aumann said. “The new

 SellSomeFun.com order system

 automates the entire process,

 allowing our team to receive and

 respond to requests with confirmation

and additional questions almost

 immediately. This assures prompt and

accurate service and, most impor-

tantly, our customers appreciate the

convenience and ease of it all.” Whet-

her creating a Screaming O branded

section, making a point-of-purchase

impulse display, or looking for colorful

store decorations, retailers can use

SellSomeFun.com for creative

 support. Just be sure to provide at

 least 30 days’ notice! “We’re fortunate

to have an incredibly capable

 marketing and graphics team who

love making our customers’ ideas and

desires come true – as much as hu-

manly possible, of course!” Aumann

said. “Terms and conditions may vary,

so be prepared to discuss your ideas

with our talented team!” For more

 information about The Screaming O’s

merchandising solutions and product

line, please contact Aumann

at conde@thescreamingo.com.

Customers now can request custom signage via convenient online order form
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The Screaming O has introduced a simple online order

system to let customers request free merchandising tools

pjur on primetime TV 
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Ef-

fective immediately, pjur can

be seen on Prime-

time TV in ad spots on

the well-known Ger-

man TV channels.

Online retailer Amorelie is starting a

new film campaign for the female

target group, which includes a

 recommendation for pjur Woman.

“We’ve captured the attention of

the mainstream modern buyer

group through our cinema ad spot

with Fifty Shades of Grey, various

projects and recommendations

from b2c magazines such as

 Cosmopolitan or Closer. So, we’re

thrilled to be shown again in the

Amorelie ad at the best broadcast-

ing time”, says Alexander Giebel,

founder and Managing Director of

the pjur group. 
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Hanover, Germany - JOYDIVISION presents its new packaging for Joyballs Trend. Thanks to the

new design, Joyballs are now even more customer-friendly, shif ting the focus to clear-cut

competitive differentiation. The unique, patented Sil ikomed material of the packaging, along

with its appearance (which has been awarded the universal design award) and its per fect sui-

tability as a medium for communication, results in a sophisticated overall concept.

Joyballs Trend – perfectly covered

The attractive packaging informs consumers about

the quality of the product in a coherent manner,

 enabling them to make a targeted, clear and fast

 purchase decision. Besides integrating important

 consumer aspects and the product features, which are

communicated on the side using easily comprehensi-

ble symbols, the product attracts customers' attention

in a downright flirtatious manner: a personal letter of

seduction. The product quality is further emphasised

by the immediately visible "MADE WITH LOVE IN

 GERMANY" print.  The packaging is refined with glossy

varnish, ensuring an exciting visual and tactile

 packaging experience. The outer lock-bottom carton,

which is open at the top, offers a handy slip case with

a single hole that can be operated with one finger. The

previous blister packaging has been replaced with a

convenient storage box. Depending on the shelving si-

tuation, the packaging is also available with a Euro tab.

This new packaging of the Joyballs Trend constitutes

the first of many innovations in the presentation of

JOYDIVISION products. The other quality products will

be integrated into the new presentation design

 gradually. 
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A new look for Joyballs Trend 

Visual and emotional stimulations enrapture consumers
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Las Vegas, USA - Empowered Products debuted i ts  f i rs t  televis ion and web commercial for

i ts  P INK brand. V iew the commercial  at  www.PinkForUs.com. The new "Breakfast  in Bed

Good" commercial for PINK bui lds on the company's success with i ts  f i rs t-ever commercial

for i ts  Gun Oi l  brand which debuted Valent ine's Day 2014 and immediately went v i ral  and

received broad cr i t ical acclaim for i ts  messages and production value.

The new PINK commercial depicts

the afterglow of an extraordinary

night experienced by a couple

whose love-making was accentua-

ted by use of PINK Intimate Lubri-

cants. It shows the husband prepa-

ring a heart-shaped pancake

breakfast in bed for his sleepy, yet

satisfied wife. The tagline: "Sex So

Good, It's Breakfast in Bed Good"

tells the whole story. The background

music is a sexy 1967 track called "I

Love You More" performed by

 Harlem vocal group Lee Williams &

the Cymbals, music by Ronald

McCoy and published by Sanavan

Music Co. 

The PINK commercial was created

by highly-acclaimed director Bert

Pare, who has handled video

 production for tours by Lady Gaga

and Rihanna. Executive Producers

were Mark Olson, Vice President of

Sales and Marketing for Empowered

Products, and Sonja Johansen of

Shoot to Kill Media in Las Vegas, Nev.

The commercial was shot in the

 Vantage Luxury Lofts in Henderson,

Nev. Retailers interested in using the

commercial on their online stores or

in-store video displays should contact

Mark Olson at Empowered Products: 

mark@empoweredproduct.com.

www.PinkForUs.com

First television commercial 
for Empowered Products's PINK brand

Get WOWed by the G-Motion
Almere, The

Netherlands -

Coming soon in the WOW! collection

at Scala Playhouse: the  exclusive tri-

ple-action G-Motion vibrator! This new

design by Pipedream will definitely

WOW any end-user with its innovative

G-Motion technology; which doesn’t

just vibrate, but also wiggles! The

WOW! G-Motion combines powerful

clitoral vibration with pleasure precise

G-Spot stimulation. The tip of the G-

Motion vibe uses a new movement

that makes it wiggle against the G-

Spot, intensifying the pleasure of each

thrust. “No more  searching for your g-

spot, the G- Motion rabbit squirms,

thrusts, and  vibrates to hit the right spot

every time! The WOW! G-Motion also

provides clit stimulation! A super cute

and powerful rabbit is nestled against

the base of the shaft. Choose a

speed that is right for you and let the

bunny whisk you away. With three in-

dependently  controlled motors, you're

in complete control of the fun!” Pipe-

dream  explains. The vibe is made of

 premium silicone and ergonomically

curved for the ultimate user-comfort.

The G-Motion is the latest additional

to Pipedream’s WOW! range: a great

collection of innovative, luxurious vibes

designed for maximum satisfaction. 
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Flensburg, Germany - For ORION Wholesale the promotional adver t is ing mater ial  and shop

displays, for the per fect presentation of products at the point-of-sale, are just as impor tant

as innovative products and attract ive packaging for a customer or iented ser vice. 

New bags and X-Banners from ORION

Furthermore, the stand-up ban-

ners, point-of-sale displays and

posters for stores are very

popular and they are

available from ORION

Wholesale. Currently the

new bags (product num-

ber: 0905003 0000) are

available with pictures

from all of the erotic spe-

cialist’s bestselling labels.

New X-Banners have also

been produced for the

Just Glide and Bad Kitty

 label and they are also

available now. In addition to this,

ORION Wholesale is offering its

 customers a variety of different

brand-neutral catalogues and

 brochures that can be given to

their own customers. If you are in-

terested and want more informa-

tion about the ORION Wholesale

offers for the new  advertising ma-

terial that is perfect for presenting

products at the point-of-sale,

please contact: ORION Wholesale, 

Mr Hauke Christiansen, 

phone 0049-461-5040 210, 

fax 0049-461-5040 244, 

e-mail: hchristiansen@orion.de, 

www.orion-wholesale.com

Advertising material for all bestselling labels
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New bags are available with pictures

from all of ORION's bestselling labels

Have a pleasurable, glamourous 
trip with TOYJOY Just For You 
Almere, The Netherlands - The

Crystal vibes by TOYJOY Just For

You are the perfect accessories for a

summer trip! The sparkly vibes are

compact and discreet, yet pack a

whole lot of thrilling vibrations. Slip

them in your hand luggage and

 instantly make your travels more

 glamourous and more pleasurable! 

The Crystal collection by TOYJOY Just

For You has recently undergone a

 minor re-branding: with the products

now packaged in a visually striking

box, which is a perfect match with

the rest of the TOYJOY Just For You

 assortment. The Crystal vibes

 collection offers a great selection of

sleek vibes, bullets and eggs at entry-

level: all adored with sparkling crystal

detailing for a glamorous touch. 

One of the designs that is perfect for

a summer trip is the Crystal Mini Vibe:

a compact, yet high-performance

bullet with a seductive sleek design.

The bullet comes with a wireless

 controller, which means the power is

literally in your hands. Both the vibe

and the remote are embellished with

rhinestone detailing for a luxurious feel.

Take it – and the hands-free pleasure

– with you, anywhere you go! 

The entire luxurious, yet affordable

Crystal range is made of high-quality

ABS and includes various sets; which

make the perfect gift for any lover.

The products come in pink, red and

black and are all body-safe.
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London, England - Gballs  2 patented sensing technology is  unique and works l ike no other

in the world. Simply using ben wa balls wi l l  not t rain any muscles - they need to be actually

contracted. The main dif ference between Gballs 2 and other s imi lar pressure toys is  that

Gballs 2 actual ly measures the power of the squeeze. The technology behind this is  cal led

"bio-feedback".  The harder the user squeezes, the st ronger the vibrat ion. This technology

is invented and patented by Fun Toys.

Gballs 2 are controlled via a mobile App

Gballs 2 comes with the

 Magic App. The application

helps to guide the user through the

process, to chose

the most effective

mode and track the

progress. The app is

available for iOS and

Android. There are 6

different training pro-

grams with 4 levels of

difficulty. The unique

Smart Coach tech-

nology will analyze

the results of the

exercises and pro-

vide the user with tips

for further improvements. Gballs 2

was created with the help of a

 female doctor. Fun Toys addressed

all issues that women are expe-

riencing during their life. From the

basic start to find the pelvic

 muscles and learn how to contract

them to solving serious problems

for climacteric women, the

 Personal Smart Coach can offer

assistance. 

Apart from the Workout section,

there are several modes for fun,

wirelessly controlled from the

phone by a partner or solo. This

brings the user a unique opportu-

nity to exercise the pelvic muscles

to the most effective extend, while

having lots of fun. More informa-

tion at http://gvibe.com/gballs2/.

Fun Toys 
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The technology used in Gballs2

is invented and patented by Fun Toys

Scala Playhouse has added Rocks-Off to
its line of suppliers
Almere, The Netherlands - Rocks-

Off offers a selection of fun,

high-quality designs for women,

men and couples, has its own uni-

que take on adult toys and its out-

spoken designs are both visually, as

psychically, thrilling. Rocks-Off Limi-

ted, established 10 years ago, has

grown into a global presence with

their products marketed worldwide.

The edgy and fun RO-80mm bullet

range by Rocks-Off is an

international best-seller:

with over 6 million pro-

ducts sold worldwide.

The playful 7 speed RO-80mm bul-

lets are now available at Scala Play-

house in a wide variety of colors

and patterns, such as the  luxurious

Precious Golden Power,  Purple Py-

thon, a Flower Power design and

even a Gorgeous Glow in the Dark

version; Rocks-Off also

offers a single speed

RO-80mm bullet. The

brand’s products are

made of body-safe platinum grade

silicone and come with a unique

 registration number that provides a

product guarantee, which Rocks-

Off includes to give the end-users

trust in the durability and quality of

their  designs. 
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To nip unfair practices in the bud, the organisers of

eroFame 2015 would like to remind all exhibitors again

that they need to submit a list of the products they

are going to present at the show. The corresponding form

can be found in the event folder. What needs to be added

for every product on this list is a copy of all the necessary

documentation and certificates that are required for a

 legally sound product launch in Europe. The product list

and the pertaining documents need to be submitted by

August 17, 2015 at the very latest.

40 

Product piracy, fake products,  brand piracy, products that are not cer t i f ied for sale in

Europe ..  the l ist  goes on and on, and al l  the entr ies have one thing in common: they are

i l legal and detr imental to the international erotic market. To crack down on such unfair

practices, and to ensure that eroFame wil l  continue to be a platform for reputable, re-

spectable, and responsible exchange between the companies and trade members of the

adult industr y, the organisers are forced to introduce new guidelines for the exhibitors and

visi tors of the trade convention in Hanover. 

eroFame 2015: Fighting product 
piracy and unfair practices

If an exhibiting company fails to hand in the list and/or the

required documents, the organisers reserve to right to bar

this company from participation at eroFame 2015, to

 refuse them a stand at the event, or to cancel their 

stand booking.

If cases of product misuse are reported to the organisers

during the trade convention, trained personnel will conduct

controls, asking the companies in question to produce

the necessary documentation for their products.

New guidelines for exhibitors and visitors

exclusive
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 Documents that are necessary in any

event include  the RoHS documents

and CE certificates for motor-driven

products. 

“As the organiser, we have to act

on behalf of our exhibitors and visi-

tors. We have to make sure that pro-

ducts are not presented illegally at

eroFame and we also have to in-

volve customs authorities if neces-

sary,“ says Wieland Hofmeister, the

CEO of Mediatainment Publishing

eroFame GmbH,  addressing the is-

sue. “Should they  offer pirated pro-

ducts or grossly violate trademark

rights in other ways,  companies and

their representatives will be barred

from the fairgrounds  immediately,

and they will be  excluded from the

event indefinitely. Naturally, there

needs to be proof for such accu-

sations. Therefore, we are asking our

exhibitors to keep  documentary evi-

dence ready. Only if there is indis-

putable documen- tation can illegal

products be taken off the show." 

To safeguard the interests of all ex-

hibitors, companies or company

 representatives who have not ren-

ted a stand, will not be allowed to 

present their products in the

 catering area, the café, or in other

 public  spaces of fair hall 27. 

“It just isn't fair to companies that

have rented a fair stand if other

companies offer products on the

fairgrounds at their expense,

 therefore, and in the interest of

equal treatment, we cannot permit

such activities – we are making it a

point to keep the leases at

 eroFame at a moderate level so

pretty much every market player in

our industry should be able to afford

a stand at eroFame,“ Hofmeister

points out. “The only people

 authorised to present and offer

 products at eroFame are those

 wearing the exhibitor badge 

(“E“ / Exhibitor).“ 

Moreover, the organisers ask all

 visitors – everybody with a T/Trade

badge – to leave suitcases, trolley

cases, travel bags and the like at

the wardrobe. Alternatively, such

objects can be registered at the

info counter. Apparently, this

 regulation does not apply to

 exhibitors and their personnel.  

Lastly, the organisers would like to

point out once more that any case

of theft in the fair hall will be

 reported to the authorities and an

unlimited exclusion from eroFame

will be imposed in such instances.

“We have been faced with a

 growing number of problematic

 situations over the course of the

past years, all of which have had

negative effects on our exhibitors.

Consequently, we have to act. I

would like to point out that such ugly

incidents are still the big exception,

and that the overall picture of

 eroFame is a great one. This event

represents a fair and wonderful

 industry. And that's the way we want

to keep it,“ Hofmeister concludes.

F E A T U R E
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pjur med VEGAN glide

In recent years, the vegan consumer group has increa-

sed steadily worldwide. In the food industry, special vegan

products are well-established, and the cosmetics industry

now also offers many vegan products. Consumers who

reject all animal products in their diets also prefer to

avoid animal products in their personal care products.

For these consumers, veganism is a lifestyle decision that

they like to implement in all areas of life. These consumers

use only products that are completely free of animal-

derived ingredients. "The increased demand for such

products spurred the development of pjur med VEGAN

glide," explains Alexander Giebel, managing director and

founder of pjur group. The product contains only vegan

ingredients and was not tested on animals. The formula

also uses no fragrances, parabens, conservatives or gly-

cerin. The water-based pjur med VEGAN glide is pH-neu-

tral and suitable for all skin types. The added moisture of-
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Modern consumers put a premium on gentle, non-i r r i tat ing and sustainable qual i ty pro-

ducts,  preferably "Made in Germany".  Bui lding on these cur rent t rends, the pjur group is

introducing four new products this year that are aimed direct ly at this target group. The

launch of these product innovations offers retai lers a new way to respond to customer

needs and generate increased turnover.

Four new pjur med products 
for  growing target groups 

fers long-lasting lubrication. "The development of this pro-

duct is an important step for us as a consumer-oriented

enterprise, which allows us to offer a personal lubricant

to this consumer group that meets their needs," says Gie-

bel.

pjur med SOFT glide

The second innovation from pjur is pjur med SOFT glide -

a personal lubricant with soothing jojoba oil. Jojoba is

known in the cosmetics industry for its beneficial proper-

ties: it boosts skin elasticity, contains vitamin E and provi-

tamin A, nourishes and protects sensitive, chapped and

dry skin, and even has an anti-inflammatory and soothing

effect. "These qualities are of course ideal in a premium

personal lubricant, which is why we selected it as an in-

gredient," says Patrick Giebel, CFO and QM manager at

pjur. The well-known anal personal lubricants pjur Back

Door Relaxing Anal glide and analyse me! Relaxing Anal

glide also contain jojoba, and their silky-smooth quality

Sustainability, health and quality
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makes them two of the company's most popular pro-

ducts. With pjur med SOFT glide, pjur now also offers a

product containing jojoba oil for the Sexual Health and

Wellbeing target group, who place a premium on non-

irritating ingredients. The product is silicone-based and

free of preservatives – which are also important criteria

for this target group. 

pjur med SENSITIVE glide

The next new personal lubricant is pjur med SENSITIVE

glide for extremely sensitive skin. The product was deve-

loped for consumers who place a premium on product

quality, and it is free of all additives. It contains no preser-

vatives, parabens or glycerin but – like all pjur personal

lubricants – it has excellent lubricant properties. "This wa-

ter-based formula is as neutral as possible. It is optimally

non-irritating to delicate mucous membranes, making

the product especially suitable for women with sensitive

skin", says Patrick Giebel. This is also an area where de-

mand has increased greatly in recent years. "Many cus-

tomers have requested a pjur med product with no ad-

ditives. We are now meeting this need with pjur med

SENSITIVE glide," says Alexander Giebel. 

"Soft," "sensitive," and "vegan" are signal words for consu-

mers and these products continue to be top selling con-

sumer items. "The new pjur med products are the perfect

complement to our product range and are perfectly

suited to current demands," says Alexander Giebel.

pjur med PRO-LONG serum

In addition to the new personal lubricants, pjur has deve-

loped a new product in the med category especially for

men: pjur med PRO-LONG serum is a delay serum for

men that has no numbing ingredients. After applying to

the penis, it forms an invisible film that reduces sensitivity

and can help prevent premature ejaculation. The product

is safe to use with condoms and can be used in combi-

nation with pjur personal lubricants. "In Asia, but also in

Europe and other markets, the demand for delay products

for men that are available without a prescription is on the

rise. Our pjur med PRO-LONG serum is specifically tailored

to this demand," says Alexander Giebel. 

New packaging and PoS materials

The labels and packaging for the entire pjur med series

have also been adapted to the new products. The pri-

mary consideration was a clear and easy-to-read product

description. The listing of ingredients allows customers to

quickly identify which product meets their specific needs.

The package inserts were also updated, and now feature

a new look with useful and appealing information.

The package and tab size was also increased slightly.

The result is a modern and fresh-looking appearance with

a larger packaging (15 mm higher) – without affecting

the brand recognition of the successful pjur med series. 

All new personal lubricants are available in 1.5 ml or 2 ml

sachets and new PoS materials such as flyers, brochures

and web banners are available now. The personal lubri-

cants are available in the 100 ml size, while the serum is

available in a 20 ml pump dispenser. 

With the new products pjur group allows you to build on

the hype for sustainability, health and quality and so en-

hance your commercial success. The new med products

are the perfect complement to the product series and

a response to changing social needs. Changing consu-

mer behavior has resulted in new consumer groups that

offer new potential for turnover. The products will be

 available from July.

pjur med PRO-LONG serum is a delay

serum that has no numbing ingredients

pjur med VEGAN Glide is completely free of

animal-derived ingredients

pjur med SENSITIVE glide was developed

for customers with extremely sensitive skin

pjur med SOFT glide is

a personal lubricant with soothing jojoba oil
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At the core of the campaign was a simple concept:

The users were invited to use the hashtag to express

their (naughty) fantasies in four words. Originally, the plan

had been to reward the six funniest Tweets with a Fifty

Shades of Grey gift package, but given the over -

whelming response, Thats -

Personal ultimately shipped

fifteen packages to lucky

winners all over India. Samir

Saraiya, the CEO of the

company, was extremely sa-

tisfied with the result of the

campaign, and who

wouldn't be happy

about 36,000

Tweets and more

than 61 million

impressions? He

was particularly

pleased with

the enthusi-

asm of his

compatriots.

“We always

knew that,

i nhe ren t l y,

people in In-

dia do not

mind opening

up about talking
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I t  was the kind of success any market ing exper t would be proud of:  On Apri l  30, Indian

retai l  company ThatsPersonal launched a Twit ter campaign that posit ively set the social

network on f i re.  W ithin one hour,  i t  had garnered enough Tweets to become the f i f th-

biggest Twit ter topic on the sub-continent.  And just  for ty f ive minutes later,  i t  had trended

i t s  way to  the number  one topic among the 288 mi l l ion members  o f  the network . 

An impressive feat.

Talking dirty to the top

dirty but we also knew that we would have to ‘push

them into action!’ That's the reason for

#DirtyTalkIn4Words. We formulated a plan based on a

few insights and came up with this unique contest. The

rest is history!” On an international level, the campaign

reached close to 35 million people worldwide. The

 success was not limited to clicks, Retweets, and the

marketing effect, however. In the wake of the cam-

paign, traffic on the ThatsPersonal website increased

tenfold, and sales figures were up 700% compared to

a regular business day. What's particularly interesting:

67% of the traffic was women. Usually, the gender ratio

is more or less reversed, with a clear 60% majority of

male users. Apparently, the combination of dirty talk

and creativity appealed to women in a big way. Most

of the female users who responded to the Twitter

 campaign were in the age group of 20 to 29 year-olds. 

Such a success doesn't happen all by itself, of course,

and much less does it happen out of the blue. Before

their Twitter campaign, ThatsPersonal had done exten-

sive research, turning to the social media experts of

“Team Pumpkin“ for additional support. Everything was

taken into consideration: the tools at their disposal, the

enticements that might have the greatest effect on the

users. They even analysed recent social media misfires

that had failed to take off or capture the Twitter-sphere.

And by introducing prizes, another incentive for the users

was added to the mix to make sure that the campaign

got off to a good start, Team Pumpkin also got in touch

Twitter campaign  #DirtyTalkin4Words increases sales at ThatsPersonal.com

exclusive
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Samir Saraiya, CEO of Digital e-Life,

was very happy with the results of the Twitter campaign
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with several influencers – users with

a great fan base on Twitter – to gain

their support. And ThatsPersonal also

had a few Tweets up their sleeve to

set the ball rolling. Naturally, there

are things that cannot be planned,

things one might call the X factor. If

a campaign of this kind capsizes,

and many of them do, then it's usu-

ally due to these elements. But

ThatsPersonal had taken all the right

steps, coming up with a campaign

that was easily grasped and funny

without limiting the participants. The

basic assumption was that the users

would like to show a witty and even

a little “dirty“ side of themselves –

an assumption that proved to be

spot-on. While dirty talk is certainly

unusual in the public sphere, the

creativity and verbal wit of the users

prevented the campaign from

 slipping into vulgar or even offensive

territory – a fact which also contri-

buted to the impressive success of

#DirtyTalkin4Words. And the figures

published by ThatsPersonal are most

definitely impressive. 

All in all, their hashtag remained at

the top of the Twitter charts for three

hours before the users of the social

network turned their attention to

 other things again. In India, the

hashtag continued to be one of the

biggest trending topics for ten hours.

It is very likely that the campaign

has created more awareness for the

ThatsPersonal brand in the long run,

anchoring the name of the com-

pany in the minds of many users

and potential new customers. This is

a great example of how powerful

social media are – and a wonderful

example of how companies from

the erotic industry can use that

power for their own benefit.

F E A T U R E
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768,000,000 Euro. That is a lot of money. In 5 Euro bills, that sum would weigh

more than 100 tons. It is more than the GDP of some small countries. It would

almost be enough to pay for the ballooning construction costs of the

philharmonic hall in Hamburg. But more than anything, it is the com-

bined price of products that were confiscated by the European

customs authorities in 2013. And it is a figure that shows how

big a problem product piracy really has become. After all,

it is estimated that the products that are caught in

the customs services' nets are merely the tip of the

counter feit iceberg. And of course, piracy is also

a serious problem for the erotic industry. The EU

Commission does not keep separate statistics for

erotic products, so it is impossible for an outsider

to tel l  how many of the 90,000 counter feit

 products the customs authorities come upon

every year are indeed adult products.

But judging from what the producers

in the erotic industry have to say,

there can be no doubt that

 product piracy is a problem and

that i t  damages the industr y in

many ways, not just financially.

“The stuff of  
     nightmares.“
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Counterfeits and product piracy in the erotic industry

Dr. Aliki Busse is a lawyer at

Busse & Partner

Klaus Pedersen, Managing

Partner at DanaMedic & Danalife

Miguel Capilla,

Sales Manager at Fleshlight

Eddie Marklew,

Tenga Global Sales & Marketing
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“Outright plagiarism and

counterfeiting is a massive

issue our industry needs to

 address; pleasure products and

adult  novelties are leaving behind

the 'grey-area' market and

 entering the mainstream, and in-

novation is only being held back

by manufacturers of such pro-

ducts,“ says Eddie  Marklew of

Tenga when asked how strongly

the effect of product piracy is felt

at the Japanese company. He

adds: “While 'similar ideas' do pop

up for great innovations in the

same way they do in any market -

easiest recent example being

smartphones - we as a brand have

seen many counterfeits and

 copycat products pop up from

both 'cheap' Asian manufacturers

and unfortunately also from old

school players in the industry.“

 Marklew touches upon an impor-

tant issue here. If people are tal-

king about product piracy, they

may mean a number of things.

The spectrum ranges from patent

 violations and (excessive) similari-

ties to a competitor's design to true

and direct copies. “There is a basic

 difference between a counterfeit

and plagiarism“ Dr. Aliki Busse

 clarifies. She is a lawyer with the

law firm Busse & Partner in Munich

where she focusses on trademark

and copyright law. “We are talking

about a forgery when the forger is

trying to make it look as if his pro-

duct were the original, usually

using the brand symbol and

name. The term plagiarism applies

when the plagiariser is trying to

make it look as if a product is the

result of his own creative work.“

Adorning oneself with borrowed –

or rather, stolen – feathers is the big-

gest problem for companies that

invest in innovation, says Klaus

 Pedersen, and he should know, after

all he is the Managing Partner at

DanaMed & DanaLife, the

 company that brought us the well-

known MaleEdge and Jes-Extender

brands. The quality of rip-off

 products is simply too poor to be

appealing to the consumer.

 “Producers taking inspiration from

Western brands, on the other hand,

often get 'too close for comfort' to

existing and protected products,

 giving basis for legal issues between

Western brands and these

 manufacturers.” There are no clear

criteria that define a rip-off or

 plagiarism; every case has to be

looked at individually, and lots of

factors need to be taken into

 consideration, from the design and

F E A T U R E
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A look at the facilities of

counterfeit producer “Lemei“

Fake Fleshlights were confiscated during a raid

carried out by the Chinese authorities at the end of 2014
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technical protective rights to the brand itself. As Dr.

Busse explains, some products have a larger

sphere of protection than others. “The bigger the

intellectual protection zone, the easier for us to

draw a line between imitation and original. If the

overlap is too small, there are no legal grounds to

define a product as a forgery. Therefore, if the pro-

tection zone is very small, a product has to be very similar

to the original for it to represent a copyright infringement.“

While rip-offs are a tricky subject, things are usually quite

clear in the case of so-called “slavish copies“. These

products are intended to look and work just like the ori-

ginal, copying even the brand logo or the packaging.

As Eddie Marklew explains, it is those copies that give

TENGA a particularly hard time. “If we are talking about

the manufacturing side, I would say cheap

 manufacturers are a major concern. They do not care

about their materials, product integrity, or health risks

for the users.“ Miguel Capilla of Fleshlight also feels that

this type of piracy is the most problematic. With a

 product as iconic as Fleshlight, imitator who take not

just a leave out of the book of the Texan masturbator

makers, but the whole book, including the cover, are a

major issue. When asked if he was more worried about

 imitators or copyists, Miguel answers that the biggest

problem is copies from the Far East. In fair competition,

the original Fleshlight products will always win through

due to their superior quality, but if a manufacturer

 markets his products as “original“ Fleshlight

 masturbators, that changes. “The problem resides when

those companies use our brand name without

 permission to promote their products.“ That alone is

 illegal, but the scope of the problem is much bigger.

“The real big problem are exact Far East copies which

are sold as original Fleshlight products, sometimes

50

cheaper than the original ones, but not always, as we

detected fakes whose MSRP is just the same as the

 original units.“ Western brands have become used to

the fact that the laws regarding copyrights and

 trademarks are rather loose in certain East Asian

 countries. Most illegal products are made in China:

More than 66% of the copies that are confiscated by

the customs authorities originate in this country, another

13% are produced in the People's Republic's special

administrative region Hong Kong. Fakes from the Far

East do not just represent the majority in terms of

 quantity, but also make up more than three quarters of

the financial volume. 

Also, more than half of the copies the customs services

have reported are sent via mail. This trend has picked

up momentum over the course of the past four years

and has been fostered by the increasing popularity

and larger volumes of the online trade. “Due to the

growth of the internet as a sales channel, international

markets and sales channels are getting closer and

 closer. Of course, online sales provide a fantastic

 opportunity for businesses, but it can be worrying at

the same time,“ says Miguel Capilla, pointing out that

the internet trade can be boon and bane for brand

producers. Europe's harbours represent another channel

that spews pirated products onto the market. The

 number of cases here is much smaller, but each case

usually concerns a much greater number of copies.

Unfortunately, many consumers don't see why they

should care about product piracy. Yes, piracy is a major

problem for the copyright holders, depriving them of

their commercial basis. Yes, the money that is

F E A T U R E
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Rotting fake

Tenga lubricants

Insects enclosed in

counterfeit Tenga products
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 generated with copied products is often used to

 finance more illegal activities. And yes, piracy

 endangers jobs in Western countries. But what do I care

as long as I get the product I wanted? The fact that this

quality of the product is usually clearly below that of

the original is accepted because of the lower price –

arguably the main reason why people knowingly buy

fake products. And there are even no legal

 consequences if you buy an illegal copy for private

use in some European countries. However, there may

well be health-related consequences. “They are

 mistakenly seen as a 'cheaper' alternative,“ Marklew

says, summing up why people buy such products. “But

neither wholesalers, retailers nor consumers are aware

of the dangers of knock-off products.“ To give an

 example of these dangers, he mentions Tenga's

 successful CUP and EGG masturbator collections. The

original products come with a sachet of lube, and so

do many rip-off products - the difference being that

the former offers first-class quality while the lube that is

added to the latter is often already in a process of de-

cay. The products themselves are often infested with

vermin, or there are insects encased in the silicone.

“The stuff of nightmares. I don't understand how anyone

could sell an item like this in their right mind, but this is

putting consumers of the industry at risk.“

Fleshlight is also concerned about the health and   

well-being of the consumers. “It risks consumer’s health

and safety. Fakes are made of materials whose hygie-

nic features have not been tested.“ Which makes the

situation even more worrisome if the consumer does

not even know that he is buying a counterfeit product.”
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Several avenues are open to producers who want to

fight product piracy. Fleshlight decided to take the

most direct way (and also the one with the biggest

 public impact) when striking back against counterfeiters

at the end of last year, employing the help of the

 Chinese authorities to search the factories of “Lemei“,

a company was producing Fleshlight copies in highly

insanitary conditions. Another hard blow had already

been dealt to products pirates in April when the Czech

authorities searched numerous stores over the course

of roughly two weeks. When evidence was found that

fake Fleshlight products were sold in these stores, they

were ultimately closed down. Fleshlight is pursuing a

three-step strategy that has become more and more

important throughout the past year and a half as the

company is taking the fight to the copyists. “We are

working through different ways against companies that

sell fakes: Firstly, working with our partners to check the

market and acting locally on each country with their

different legal processes against businesses buying or

selling Fleshlight counterfeits,“ Miguel Capilla explains.

“Secondly, working closely with European customs as

we signed some specialist lawyers on IP protection

 lately, as we are stopping and revising some containers

randomly coming from China and Far the East. And

thirdly, we are working hard in the country that originates

those fakes, as for example we have made a few raids

in China already.“

Before a producer can move to protect his intellectual

rights he first needs to reserve those rights, be it in the
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shape of patents, registered designs, trademarks, etc.

But of course, taking these steps can only provide so

much protection, and they won't deter product pirates

who don't care about copyrights at all. “At the end of

the day, there is no way to truly protect yourself against

plagiarism and rip-offs,“ Dr. Busse concludes, adding

that “it is impossible to prevent someone somewhere

from copying products or brands. However, the law

provides us with a series of trademark and intellectual

property rights to take action against counterfeiting

and plagiarism. By taking legal action, you can force

these people to cease and desist and to pay

 damages, which can be quite substantial in the field

of product piracy. Patents are just as important as any

other trademark right in the prosecution of copyists,

serving the criminal prosecution of such illegal

 practices.“ Apart from the national laws, there are now

also two pan-European community trademark rights

for brands and registered designs. Those can be regis-

tered for the entire European market at the Office for

Harmonisation in Alicante. “Outside the European

 Community, there are various other international

 agreements, for instance the Madrid Agreement, the

Hague Design Agreement, the Paris Convention for the

Protection of Industrial Property, etc. So the WIPO (World

Intellectual Property Organisation) can have 

your brands, designs, technical developments, 

etc.  protected in any country that has signed 

these  agreements.”

From a legal point of view, the issue of copies and

 plagiarism cannot be overcome as long as there are

trade members looking for the proverbial quick buck

or consumers who are unaware of the risks of fake

 products – or who are ready to take these risks for a

low-price copy. By the way, if a retailer is selling

 counterfeited products, he always bears the
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 responsibility, whether he knew that the products in his

range were fake or not. “The law holds that it is the

trade companies' responsibility to inform themselves

on the products they distribute, and it is also their

 responsibility to know whether these products are

 protected by special trademarks.“ If a trade company

fails to shoulder this responsibility, that's gross negligence

at the very least. It is virtually impossible that a trade

member who takes his business seriously ends up selling

illegal copies without knowing it, Dr. Busse says.

What can the industry do as a whole to fight product

piracy? “While a larger legal body will be required in

the future, at the current time, wholesalers and

 distributors need to work together with brands to raise

awareness of the potential risks to both businesses and

consumers from harmful illegal items. There should also

be a zero-tolerance policy for marketing such products

in the industry press and at events, which is not always

the case at the moment, I have sadly witnessed a

number of times,“ Eddie Marklew suggests. Miguel

 Capilla also hopes that there will be more collaboration

between producers, distributors, and the trade to create

a united front against illegal products in the future. “As

many companies are being affected by this global

problem, we should cooperate among erotic

 companies and help each other by providing

 information, by publishing any news related to

 counterfeits in the industry, by training clients and

 workers, by  enhancing public-private partnerships, by

denouncing any possible fake you can detect and the

company that is importing the fake product from China

and selling in our markets, etc. If more companies were

working together like that, we could be more effective

as a group.“ 

Klaus Pederson feels that the responsibility to protect

their products against piracy lies with the individual

companies: “When you actually have a unique

 product, technology, design, or brand that can be

 protected, a company should invest in protecting their

achievements in the way mentioned above.“ Even

though, he adds, it may often seem superfluous in the

erotic industry because “many adult products are

mostly 'the same' as the next product – FX dildos,

 rabbits, dolls etc.“ 
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“We first got in contact at last year's eroFame show in

Hanover, and we were immediately impressed

with the Lapdance brand,“ Eric Idema, the head of EDC,

remembers. “We talked with Andy about his ideas, his

 expectations, and his strategies, and then we decided to

add the brand to our range.“ Andy Green, the President of

Xgen Products, was also immediately interested in a colla-

boration, after all, he had been aware of EDC's activities

for some time. Given this mutual respect and interest, it is

no wonder that things went quickly and smoothly from

there. “Eric and the EDC team have been extremely

 enthusiastic about our product line, and setting up our dis-

tribution arrangement was so smooth – everyone at Xgen

is excited to work with them,“ Andy explains.  The Lapdance

brand that is now being distributed by EDC across Europe,

is a collection of club wear, dance wear, body stockings,

bikinis, and accessories. “We currently offer nearly 100 styles

– many of which are available in plus sizes,“ Andy continues.

“Lapdance brings a variety of styles that are on trend and

in demand worldwide. We designed the line to answer this

56

Sometimes, things develop incredibly quickly:

a personal meeting at a trade show, a few

phone calls and e-mails, and before you know

it, you issue an official statement to announce

a new distribution agreement. That's exactly

what happened in the case of EDC-Internet

B.V. from the Netherlands, and Xgen Products

from the United States. The two companies

have joined forces to increase the reach of

the popular lingerie brand Lapdance what will

now also be avai lable to European trade

members via EDC's distribution network. 

Lapdance Lingerie
is coming to Europe

demand with great options at a great price point. The pa-

ckaging stands out on any retail wall, and, as mentioned,

the plus size options make the collection complete. Retailers

worldwide love selling it.“ While Xgen Products has more

lingerie brands in their product range than just Lapdance,

it is the only one that will be exported to Europe due to

contract agreements with the other brands. Of course,

there are already quite a few lingerie brands on the Euro-

pean market, and there is definitely no dearth of products.

But the thought of strong competition doesn't deter Andy:

“There are very few options like Lapdance, so we feel that

this partnership will really solidify the brand in Europe.“ As far

as the President of the Philadelphia-based company is

concerned, every woman is a potential Lapdance buyer.

“The items are a perfect match for everything from stage

performances to intimate moments at home. There are

so many options, any customer can find something they

can wear and have fun in.“ Eric Idema also feels that way;

the quality, the range and the many sizes of Lapdance

have really made an impression on him. But he is also de-

EDC-Internet B.V. enters into collaboration with Xgen Products 

exclusive
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Eric Idema, General Manager

of EDC-Internet

Andy Green, President

of Xgen Products
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lighted about smaller details, such as

the quality of the product images for

the e-commerce trade. EDC is going

to offer the line in their capacity as a

wholesaler, but Lapdance will also be

available for dropshipping. We were

curious to know if EDC already has

plans to add other brands from the

Xgen Products portfolio to their range,

but Eric prefers to keep his cards close

to the chest for the time bing. All he

said is: “The foundation has been laid

with Lapdance, and who knows what

the future may bring.“ 

At any rate, he is quite enthusiastic

about the collaboration with Xgen,

and he praises the quick, uncompli-

cated communication and the great

support that have characterised the

collaboration with the American

 company. For Xgen, this business part-

nership with EDC marks the next step

in their European expansion. They had

already enjoyed great success in this

market before, especially with Body-

wand, a brand that has been popular

and well-liked for years. Therefore,

 Bodywand represents a solid founda-

tion on which other brands – such as

Lapdance – can be established. And

to establish them, Xgen are open for

future collaborations with EDC, but

they are also open for partnerships

with other distributors and wholesalers.

“Our goal is to keep the momentum

going, with EDC or our existing partners,

and we'd certainly welcome new

 opportunities, “Andy explains. This

stance goes together perfectly with

the business philosophy of EDC. “We

always try to find new, unique products

for the European market. They have

to offer top quality, and the overall

range of the brand is also very impor-

tant,“ Eric Idema tells us. As for his future

plans, his main priority is to expand the

distribution activities of EDC by adding

new brands and product lines. “We

want to add more products for the

benefit of our customers. Our goal is

to be a full supplier for any segment

of the market. The more diverse our

product range, the better. We want to

be able to ship every product and

every brand within 24 hours.“

F E A T U R E
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We always try to find new, unique

products for the European market.”

Eric Idema, General Manager EDC-Internet“ “
The Lapdance collection includes club wear,

dance wear, body stockings, bikinis, and accessories Appealing packaging for

appealing products

Many Lapdance products are

also available in plus size

The price will appeal to the consumers just

as much as the look and the quality
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At the end of  last  year,  Shots made the decis ion to add

a new brand to thei r  range ever y month in 2015.  So

far,  they have shown great taste:  Aneros in Januar y,

E lectra St im in February,  NS Novel t ies in March, Swiss

Navy in Apr i l ,  Feba L inger ie in May,  F leshl ight  in June

. . .  Apar t  f rom adding such high-prof i le brands to thei r

por t fo l io,  the Dutch dis t r ibutor  i s  cur rent ly  also laying

the foundat ion for  present ing thei r  pr ivate brands in the

Uni ted States.   

„Fleshlight and Swiss Navy were both on our wish list and since Shots

has grown so quickly in the last years and is moving larger volumes

now, it's much easier for us to introduce and welcome great new

brands to our assortment,” says Oscar Heijnen when asked

about these two new brands in the Shots range. While being

very different, Fleshlight and Swiss Navy share one important

characteristic: They are both unique. Shots offers the

entire range of Fleshlight and Swiss Navy which is not

just an advantage for the two brands, but also for the

Shots customers who can offer the greatest variety

possible to the consumers in their stores. “Actually,

we do this with any new brand we add. It is the

Shots way of distinguishing ourselves from our

competitors as it is not easy to distribute as

many full assortments as we do, keeping the

fulfilment rate as high as possible!“ says

 Oscar, explaining his strategy. He is ex-

pecting great things from these two new

brands: more orders from existing

 customers and orders from new

 customers as well. “We are hoping that

customers will grant us higher volumes

as it benefits and lowers our handling

costs and it will have a positive effect
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Shots further expand their
product range

exclusive

Every month, Oscar Heijnen and his team add a new

brand to the range, systematically pursuing their expansion strategy
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Fleshlight and Swiss Navy strike strategic distribution deals with Shots
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on the personal discount that custo-

mers have with us,“ the Shots master-

mind elaborates. While he agrees that

Fleshlight is an internationally re-

nowned brand, he doesn't think that

these products sell more or less by

themselves just because they are bet-

ter known. Naturally, it is easier to be

successful with big brands, but he

feels that Fleshlight hasn't been given

the attention it deserves lately. And

Shots wants to change that: “My crew

will promote the brand in a very strong

way, like we do with all our partners,

and we will make sure that it will get

more visual in the stores and on the

websites of our customer base.“

 Oscar's interest in Fleshlight is not

 diminished in the slightest by the fact

that Shots is already a market leader

in the field of male-oriented products,

carrying numerous private and third-

party brands that cater to a male

 audience – for instance Tenga, to

name but one. His company is now

covering all areas of this special,

 lucrative and continuously growing

market, he explains, adding that this

is one of the goals the company had

set for the first half of 2015. Swiss Navy

is not nearly as well-known in Europe

as Fleshlight, but it would be a mistake

to underestimate this brand, the

owner of Shots says. On an internatio-

nal scale, this brand is very popular in

the gay and the hetero market, the

only problem is that, albeit successful,

it is still under-represented in Europe.

But now, Shots has set out to change

that as well. “There is a lot of potential

for us,“ Oscar explains, confident that

his company has a real winner on

their hands. “Their range is made up

of three different brands – Swiss Navy,

Max Size, and Je T'aime. All in all, we

stock around 80 different products

with very unique and advanced for-

mulas that make this brand different

from anything else we are offering.“

As far as Oscar is concerned, every

retailer should have Swiss Navy on their

shelves, and the products have

 already turned out a big success,

 exceeding all the expectations the

Dutch distributor had for this brand.

“So you see, even I do not always

have complete wisdom,“ he jokes.

MD Science Lab, the company

 behind the Swiss Navy, Max Size, and

Je T'aime brands, was already foun-

ded in 1999, and in the early years, it

focussed on herbal supplements and

arousal gels. Several years later, they

introduced the Swiss Navy lubricant

gel line that turned into a global

success. Today, the American

company offers more than 140

different products in 48 coun-

tries around the world. “Our

mission is, and always has

been, to produce the

 highest quality products for

all types of sexual enhan-

cement,“ says Ralph

 Albrecht, the founder

and owner of MD

 Science Lab. “We have

a full spectrum of pre-

mium lubricants – one

for just about every style

and taste and 16 in all.

Arousal gels and creams

is another area we spe-

cialise in, with products

designed specifically for

men and others for women,

And when you're all done, we

even have a toy and body

cleaner.“ Ralph also has an ans-

wer for all the people who won-

der why the brand bears the highly

original name Swiss Navy, but the story

behind the title is not as spectacular

as one might think. As a matter of

fact, several market players sugges-

ted the name to MD Science Lab,

and Ralph and his team didn't hesi-

tate. “We thought the name was

simple and clean cut.“ Sometimes, it

really is that simple. Ho-

wever, a great

name alone is no

guarantee for

success, espe-

cially in the

highly compe-

titive market for

lubricants. So

F E A T U R E
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Miguel Capilla,

Sales Manager Fleshlight 
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how did MD Science Lab manage to

establish – and defend – such an

 enviable position in this market?

“Simple – our products

work. We start by

using the highest-

grade raw ingre-

dients available,“

Ralph tells us. “Another

contributing factor is our

modern  packaging and leak

proof pumps that allow for easy dispen-

sing.“ So it's no wonder that Swiss Navy

has a devoted fanbase in Europe where

the company has been active and

 successful for roughly ten years, supplying

the market from their warehouse in

 Amsterdam. The company's goal is to become one of

the biggest international brands, so naturally, Europe plays

an important role in Ralph's plans. But the heterogeneous

nature of the continent, with its numerous countries, langua-

ges, cultures, and laws represents a certain challenge,

the founder and owner of MD Science Lab admits. That is

one of the reasons why the collaboration with Shots is so

important to him and his company. “To have a partner

like Shots and their team is a tremendous opportunity.

Shots has a great reputation in the industry and a wide

 reach. We are extremely happy to have them as a

 partner.“ What particularly impressed him and continues

to do so is Shots' professionalism and the team's dedication

to offer the best-possible service to their customers.

Miguel Capilla, Sales Manager at Fleshlight International,

is equally impressed with Shots, therefore, the collaboration

between his company and the Dutch distributor only felt

logical: Being an American company that wants to be

present everywhere in Europe and in other territories,

 Fleshlight generally seeks to strike alliances with the biggest

wholesalers and distributors. “Contrary to the US, the

 wholesale market represents almost 90% of the sales in

Europa so it is entirely understandable that Fleshlight would

like to join one of the main distributors in Europe – which is

definitely what Shots is,“ Miguel explains. Fleshlight is

 constantly looking for strong partners and also strengthens

and renews business relations with existing partners to

 ensure that the brand gets as much exposure as possible

in any of its markets. This

also means that some-

times, a collaboration

with a partner has to

be terminated if a

wholesaler or distri-

butor fails to meet

their part of the

agreement.“We are

constantly improving

the brand and the

company, non-stop,

and this means not

only launching new

products or improving

marketing cam-

paigns. This improve-

ment is everywhere: customer relationship and coopera-

tion, production, employees, shipping... all areas are

involved,“ Fleshlight's Sales Manager explains. Strategic

partnerships with the biggest distributors in Europe are vital

for the American company – as it represents the key to

success in this market. “We help our biggest customers

 reach the biggest numbers on Fleshlight sales as we need

them to win. If they win, we win, and this is the main key of

our policy.“ Miguel does not believe that working with

 several distributors in one market may lead to a price war.

Ever since Fleshlight set up its factory in Europe in 2010,

the company has been working with various companies

and distributors, and while their number has remained

changed until today, there never was a price war. And

while there are special offers and discounts every now

and then, none of that is ever allowed to spin out of control.

“The real war we are fighting is against counterfeits and

fakes... this is the main war where Fleshlight and its partners

get involved.“ As we continue to talk about these trade

partners, Miguel tells us that, while Fleshlight is interested in

the leading companies in the market, his company also

has certain expectations that need to be met. “It is a

 relationship that comes from both sides. If we don't get

that attention or that effort from our partner, we look for

 someone else to work with. It must be a win-win for both

 sides,“ Miguel points out. Fleshlight is aiming for long-term

partnerships, therefore it is important for them to optimise

and deepen collaborations and to make sure their partners
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Shots offers the complete Fleshlight range,

including products of the two latest Fleshlight girls ... 

... Angela White... ... and Tanya Tate
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will never be the expansion of our assortment, We support

every brand as best we can so this can only be positive

for everybody.“ Miguel Capilla has no worries whatsoever

that Fleshlight might fail to shine amongst all the other

quality brands in the Shots range. Given the renown of

Fleshlight, there is no danger of that happening. “Fleshlight

is the number one selling male masturbator in the world.

Our brand is widely popular among consumers so it is a

must for all big distributors to have our masturbators in their

assortment. Distributors want the top selling brands so they

want us!“, he says, emphasising that Fleshlight will do every-

thing in their power to support their distributors, and that

 increasing the popularity of the brand among the consu-

mers ultimately also benefits the company's trade partners,

after all, this leads to bigger sales. Both, Miguel Capilla

and Ralph Albrecht confirm that all of their POS materials

will be available from Shots. “We support our partners with

the highest standards possible. We also provide marketing

materials, displays and advertising to assist our partners,“

the founder and owner of MD Science Lab explains.

 Anybody interested in further information on these materials

and promotional tools is welcomed to get in touch with

the Shots sales team.

Given the success of their strategy, it is no wonder that

Shots will continue on this path, and Oscar and his team

have a lot more in store for the erotic market in the

 upcoming months. ”Our logistics department is working at

full speed at the moment to ensure that all orders leave

on the day that they are placed. Also, our in-house show

is coming up on July 20th to 23rd, plus the Shots Party

2015 which will be held on the 24th July in Nijmegen once

again. And on top of that, we are expanding into the

American market so there will be a lot of news coming

from our side in the near future!“  

are always satisfied. This way, the company also prevents

Fleshlight from becoming just another brand in the

 overflowing range of the European wholesalers and distri-

butors. The negotiations with Shots came to a conclusion

swiftly and harmoniously, enabling Shots to offer the entire

Fleshlight range to their European customers. Both parties

had already known and respected each other for a long

time, and knowing that this agreement would represent a

strategic advantage for everybody involved, there was

no hesitation on either side. “Everybody in the industry

knows Shots and Fleshlight is always willing to listen to the

proposals of the best. It is essential to be serious and honest

to become an official Fleshlight distributor as all our partners

have all our confidence and trust,“ Miguel Capilla says.

“As I have mentioned before, Fleshlight is interested in

being present everywhere, I mean in every retail store or

website, so this goal is only possible with the help of the

best partners.“ Talking about partnerships, Fleshlight does

not enter into exclusive distribution agreements on principle.

The company doesn't want to exclude anyone; instead,

they trust in fair competition among of their trade partners

who are all working within the same framework and under

the same conditions. Miguel sums it up in a nutshell:

 “Everybody is selling the same products at the same

price... may the best man win.“

It is a testimony to Shots reputation and dedication that

their product range keeps growing at this pace. However,

with so many third-party brands, isn't it possible that a few

of them are lost in the shuffle, not getting the attention

they deserve? We asked Oscar, and he answered: “Up

until now, we have seen only growth among all of the

brands, but of course there will always be a risk that a

brand can not make it because of lack of innovation or

for other reasons. It's always possible that we have to

 discontinue a brand in the future, but the reason for that

62
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Swiss Navy, Max Size and Je T'aime –

All three brands of the American company MD Science Lab are available from Shots as of now
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She already had experience in the erotic industry

before starting her company, which naturally

 helped her in carving out a niche for ML Creation. 

As a matter of fact, ML Creation is not even her first

company of this kind. Already in 2008, she had

 founded a company with her then-boyfriend, desig-

ning and developing products for various European

markets. In 2013, she left the company due to perso-

nal reasons and decided to go it alone the next time

round. Her goal was to create toys that don't just satisfy

the consumers on a physical level but also speak to

the user's mind and soul. As she explains, she tried to

understand human nature and to develop products

that are in harmony with this nature. “Simplicity is the

soul of beauty, elegance is the depth of simplicity.

 Individuality is the most natural thing from simplicity,“
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What makes a sex toy a good sex toy? There are probably as many  answers

to this question as there are people. Susanna Xu's answer consists of just

three words: beauty, elegance, individuality. Those have to be the

key elements of modern sex toy design, she believes. This trifecta

of style had already been Susanna's credo when she decided to

star t her own company two years ago. And just l ike there are

many facets to design and many  facets to sexuality, there are

also many facets to the name of this company. As is stated on

the ML Creation homepage, ML can mean a lot of things. 

How about My Love? Or is it My Lady? “For me, it means Make

Love. And that means: sex! Sex is the most beautiful madness.

Sex is the most primal form of human creativity. That’s why the

name is – ML Creation,“  Suzanna says, explaining the name of

her Hong Kong-based  company.

Beauty, elegance,
individuality

she says, describing the core thought that her products

and her company are based on. “But,“ she adds,

 “different people have different ideas of beauty,

 elegance and individuality. All I can do is try my best

to show people what’s beauty, elegance, and indivi-

duality in my eyes and hope they will like the way I

see it.“ Ultimately, whoever we are - whether we our-

selves emanate elegance, whether we think we are

beautiful, or whether we can express our individuality

- we will always be drawn to these traits in people and

in things. “So when we are with the beautiful things or

people, they change us! A good suit makes you

 behave like a gentleman“, Susanna explains, creating

the connection to her own work. “A beautiful and

 elegant sex toy will change your spirit level first, then

you will experience the difference in your sex life.“

Susanna Xu grants EAN a peek behind the scenes of ML Creation

exclusive
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Susanna Xu,

founder of ML Creations
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Apart from developing their own

products, ML Creation also produ-

ces toys on commission, the focus

being on individual customer

 requests. Usually, the customers

 already have a specific design in

mind or on paper when they

 approach Susanna, and in most

cases, there is no need to make

major changes to that concept.

“The material quality

and the product’s

functionality are the

most important things

for ML Creation,“

says Susanna, stating

a belief that also

 applies to commissi-

ons from third par-

ties. She wants these

products to have

 ergonomic shapes

as well, and of

course, they aren't supposed to

just look good on the shelf, but also

to make you feel better.

Dedication to quality is an impor-

tant element for success, and

 Susanna believes that this is true

across all areas of sex toy deve-

lopment. Of course, there are

 other things that can also rouse

the consumer's interest. 

For instance, controlling a sex toy

via one's smartphone is still new

and exciting to many people. 

“I can’t say it’s a trend, but we will

definitely have a lot of these kinds

of products in the market soon, be-

cause people like new things. But I

think after awhile, their popularity

depends on their practicability.“

Therefore the team of ML Creation

will continue to focus on what truly

makes a great sex toy in their eyes:

design and functionality that are not

just limited to the physical aspect.

Trade members who are interested

in the ML Creation products can

check out their current collection at

www.mlcreationco.com

F E A T U R E

The “Double“

vibrator on ice

“Intense“ by ML Creation 
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Please tell our readers about

Vitenza. Since when has the

company been around? How

and why was it founded?

Django Marecaux: Before the

company was founded a couple

of years ago, you could only find

wholesalers that were interested

in having very large catalogues,

filled with tens of thousands of

SKUs. With so many lines, these

 distributors cannot provide clients

with support for every item in their

catalogues.

We are fortunate enough to be in

a position where we can be

 selective on which brands we promote. Our parent group

has retail and affiliate companies and they, along with

our direct management, believe in taking time to make

our offering right for our customers rather than being under

pressure to simply sell. 

Most wholesalers take products in, sell them for as cheap

as possible and do not deliver value for a brand. We live
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Understanding the customers and understanding their  needs comes easy to Vi tenza, which

is not surpr is ing given the many years of experience the company has in the erot ic market.

Add to this  a range of top-qual i ty products f rom the wor lds of  cosmetics and beauty,  

wel l -being, sexual wel lness and l i festy le,  and there can be no doubt that Vi tenza is  a

sought-af ter par tner for retai lers in the rapidly-growing market for personal care products.

We wanted to learn more about the Br i tain-based company and asked Django Marecaux,

the General Manager of Vi tenza, for an inter view.

in a world where a brand is here today, you push it out

there and then you move on. Our approach is that you

develop brands by employing good PR techniques and

generating a pull strategy, which not only keeps retailers

happy but also gives us sustained long-term business as

well.

What can you tell us about your field of activity? In which

markets do you operate?

Django Marecaux: We have dedicated teams for France,

Germany, Italy, Spain, Nordic regions and the UK. We are

pan-European, so we have the ability to serve our custo-

mers in their local language and, most importantly, we

understand how things work in their market. From enhan-

cers to devices, we are Europe’s fastest growing personal

care provider. 

What is the explanation for your great focus on personal

care?

Django Marecaux: Personal care represents the opti-

mum combination of profit margin, order values and

demand within the adult sector. What’s more, this market

continues to grow annually at the fastest rate in the

overall industry sector.

EAN interviews Django Marecaux, General Manager of Vitenza

exclusive
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“From enhancers to
Europe’s fastest growing

Django Marecaux,

General Manager of Vitenza Ltd.
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Please, give us an overview of your

product range? Which product

 categories does Vitenza cover?

Django Marecaux: Our product

range predominantly features Male

and female sexual enhancement

products, including devices and

 supplements, most of which are

 exclusive to Vitenza.

Is e-commerce the best channel of

distribution for such products?

Django Marecaux: Obviously, 

e-commerce is a valuable channel

that we use as a part of our distribution

model. It allows us to deal with our

customers on an immediate basis

and means we can always be avai-

lable to them. However, we recognise

that a multi-faceted approach is the

best in order to reach the most clients,

which is why we dedicate time to

 visiting our customers in their stores,

so that they can interact with the

 products and ask questions about

them face to face with a business

manager.

Over the course of the past years, did

you notice that demand for products

in the personal care and health

 categories went up or that these

areas are more and more amal -

gamating with the world of erotica,

sexual wellness, etc.?

Django Marecaux: Over the years,

we have seen growth of non-traditio-

nal adult stores taking on, what may

be classed as, adult products. This is

because the taboos of yesterday are

fast disappearing, which, in turn,

 means that more mainstream end

users are opened up to the products

we all market and this can only be a

good thing. We do, however, under-

stand that some products will remain

very niche and require good vendors

to continue their good work for them

to meet demand. Our most success-

ful clients all have something in com-

mon; they recognise and understand

that we cannot stand still and must

always look to improve displays and

merchandise in a more inclusive way.

What sets your products apart from

the products your competitors offer?

For instance, what about the substan-

ces you use? Which tests do you

 conduct to ensure their quality?

Django Marecaux: We don’t take on

board products that contain prescrip-

tion ingredients or in fact any ingre-

dient that may cause harm. As we

only work with best of breed brands,

they themselves have the highest

D J A N G O  M A R E C A U X

devices, we are
personal care provider.”

Vitenza pursues a pan-European strategy

to lend professional support to all the individual markets
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standards of safety and quality. Furthermore, the vast

 majority of supplements are made in GMP standard

 production centres and come with grading certification

for source herbs. 

Our devices carry CE certification and also offer manu-

facturer warranties that go above and beyond the legal

requirements in the vast majority of EU member states.

Also, in addition to the fact that we have clear clinical

 studies for many of the products, we believe that this is the

reason why end users ask for our products by brand.

Vitenza is very experienced in the realm of e-commerce.

How has this channel of distribution changed over the

course of the years? What do you have to do to be

 successful in this market today?

Django Marecaux: It has become increasingly competi-

tive over the years. To be successful, e-commerce

 businesses must make things easier for their customers, in

terms of finding reviews and having an easy-to-use shop-

ping experience. Moreover, engaging with the customer

is essential, so well-structured content is important. This can

help effectively communicate the quality of a product.

Why did you decide to also offer the services of whole -

saler/distributor?

Django Marecaux: We were fed up with other wholesalers,

who simply negotiated with manufacturers and just

 dumped stock onto us. As we were in retail, we knew of

the typical issues our current customers want to avoid. We

are not a cash and carry type of wholesaler that most of

them have become – as this doesn’t help to sustain

anyone, not the retailer, brand owner, or the wholesaler. 

Is your experience in the e-commerce world an advan-

tage when it comes to your wholesale activities?
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Django Marecaux: Absolutely. We understand the chal-

lenges online players face with increasing CPAs, increased

costs of traffic, and a need for better conversions by having

the right content and support materials. Whilst there are a

lot of ‘bedroom’ sellers, there are a lot of businesses as

well, which invest online to a high level and they need

better deals from suppliers in order to maximize their con-

versions and ultimately put more money in their pocket.

You offer comprehensive support to the trade. Would you

mind telling us how exactly you help the retailers?

Django Marecaux: By having a very limited range of

 products and giving each SKU the attention it deserves by

way of PR, merchandising materials, and round the clock

support. The biggest difference with us is that we want you

to make money - if you do, then we do. It is all about

 understanding the principles of being B2B, particularly in

an ever increasingly challenging landscape.   

Does that service also include sales-promoting materials

for the point of sale or product training courses?

Django Marecaux: Yes on both fronts and in mediums to

suit the client’s type of business. Whether we offer training

via online video conferencing or a store study and analysis,

if you get good training and support material, you will sell

product.  We have been shocked by how many stores we

have seen where they are not making the most of product

displays and therefore losing valuable sales opportunities.

Brick and mortar retailers have different needs from 

e-commerce retailers. How do you make sure everybody

gets the kind of support they need?

Django Marecaux: Different retailers have different needs.

To use offline retail as an example, we have seen small

adult independent outlets needing different support
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Vitenzas Business Managers: Max Fischer (Business Manager Germany), Rocio Taragaza (Business Manager Spain), Samuel Ruddy

(Business Manager United Kingdom), Raphael Cassaigne (Business Manager France), and Sofie Tidemand (Business Manager Scandinavia)
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We can make sure that our clients are getting the most

out of selling our brands as we are always creating new

marketing materials and increasing demand for the items.

On one side, Vitenza supplies the erotic market with

 products, on the other hand, you sell your products via

pharmacies, drugstores, and store chains in the

 mainstream market – is there no competition between

these two markets?

Django Marecaux: We work with various pharmacies and

drugstores, which carry a limited range for us. Only adult

stores get to select items from our full range, giving them

more potential.

Furthermore, it has been shown that products perform

 differently depending on where they are. Certain enhan-

cement products sell better on the erotic market than in

pharmacies, however many of the devices that we sell

do better on the mainstream market. 

Can other producers who are looking for a distributor

contact you?

Django Marecaux: We are always open to dialogue with

potential partners, as there could be a great product out

there that hasn’t received the attention it deserves.

 However we are selective of any we pursue as the

 producer needs to have a great product and be prepared

to back it up for our customers; not everybody is prepared

to do that.

How do you pick the products for your wholesale range?

Which criteria are particularly important?

Django Marecaux: Uniqueness, likelihood of take-up,

 excellence in manufacturing and margins to allow our

customers to make money.
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 compared to large multiples. We may not be able to help

everybody achieve multi-digit growth, but we are confident

that if you get in touch, we will be in a position to make

you more money. 

Europe is a continent of many languages, and sometimes,

language barriers can complicate business relationships.

How does Vitenza cope with this situation?

Django Marecaux: We understand that each market will

have its own selling styles and each has its own preferred

method of doing business. We have been able to be

 successful by having dedicated country management

as well as global communication so that no market misses

opportunities that may exist in another.

Where can the trade get your products?

Django Marecaux: If you visit our global website

Vitenza.com, you will be able to select your country and

speak with a member of our team today.

Are you only distributing your own brands, or do you also

carry third-party brands?

Django Marecaux: We carry a good mix of both own

and third party brands and we are exclusive on all of our

products in the majority of the European markets we are

currently working in.

We have seen the most interest in the brands that we

 manufacture ourselves and we are already working with

a number of our partners with these products.

Many of our readers are retailers from the brick and

 mortar trade as well as from the world of e-commerce.

How can your products help them tap into potential that

has so far been lying dormant?

Django Marecaux: All of the products in the Vitenza range

are well known and well respected by a lot of end users,

but they have not been readily available. Now we can

provide both online and offline retailers with these popular

items, so that they can offer these products to their custo-

mers, who are familiar with them. In addition to this, we

are constantly working to develop the brands we distribute,

which our clients can also benefit from. 

The Chill area of the Vitenza offices
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How would you describe the current consumer climate

in the UK? And does have any influence on your

 business at all?

Simon Prescott: The UK is still a great place to do business,

despite the fact that the rate of growth in Gross Domestic

Product slowed during the first quarter of 2015. In my

 opinion growth is growth and the slow growth figures were

heavily influenced by the financial service sector. In general

the Business to Business market is up 7% based on

 comparative results for last year. Interestingly Media Tablets,

often thought to be a catalyst to on line sales, halved in

value which may suggest market saturation and that our

retail stores may have felt the worst of  the on line attack.

But who knows. The internet remains a potent threat to

retail stores.

But you asked specifically about the consumer climate.

GFK and  Reuters reported that consumer morale rose to

its highest level in more than 12 years this month. It rose to

+4 in March compared to -1 in February which indicates

a greater household willingness to spend in this slightly

more upbeat economy. Certainly our stores are seeing

positive trading patterns in Q1 which reflect more than

simply the Valentines Day effect. There is a general feeling

the economy will continue to improve and people feel
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Things are looking up in Europe's thi rd-biggest national economy. Admittedly, economic

growth was down during the first quar ter of 2015, but consumer confidence reached heights

last achieved twelve years ago in March. Oh, and shor t ly af ter,  the less economy-minded

Bri ts  also had reason to celebrate when a royal baby was born. In our inter view with Simon

Prescott,  the owner of the Nice n Naughty store chain descr ibes the cur rent s i tuat ion in

Great Br i tain, he explains how he stays on top of this game with a mixture of continuity

and innovation, and we also touch upon a dif ferent k ind of game as he expresses his

hopes for the future of L iverpool FC – whoever may be coaching the club next season. 

more comfortable in increasing their spend on what many

consider to be non essential items. 

Besides holidays like Christmas or Valentines Day, there

are events that don't come so regularly but might influence

the market behaviour of your customers anyway, like the

recent elections or the birth of the royal baby. Do such

events have an impact on your business?

Simon Prescott: I am not sure you can ever know if a

 specific event such as the Royal baby will drive sales but

what you can say is that these sort of events provide an

opportunity to dress your windows, increase your visibility

on the High Street and give an opportunity for your staff to

focus their efforts and gain additional motivation.

Have you noticed a different consumer behaviour with

regards to your sales channels? How big much competi-

tion is there for the brick and mortar stores from channels

like home-parties or mass outlets like pharmacies or

 supermarkets?

Simon Prescott: We have not seen any major changes in

consumer behaviour in our stores. We remain a warm,

welcoming and knowledgeable environment for our

clients. We still see a large number of female clients who

Simon Prescott talks about  the current situation in the British retail trade

exclusive
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“I truly believe the most    
the supplier.”
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appreciate and applaud our mer-

chandising methods and customer

driven approach. Meanwhile our

male clients, whose average time in

store tends to be slightly shorter than

our female clients, welcome the fact

that products may be found quickly

and easily.

Nice n Naughty have always

 attracted a wide range of customers,

it is apparent the younger generation

do not have the same reservations

we had when growing up regarding

sex shops but this is likely to be the

 exposure of the internet television and

the likes of Fifty Shades of Grey, There

will always be a number of people

who simply would never visit an adult

store. As such parties are an excellent

way for them to discover adult

 products in what they would perceive

to be a homely environment. They

simply are unaware of how much

adult stores have changed over the

years and how friendly a place stores

such as Nice N Naughty are. So I view

parties as being market expansive in

that todays party clients are tomor-

rows visitors to our stores. Many argue

that internet stores also provide a

gateway to new market entrants and

whilst this is true, the personal service

at a party or in store, may be more

helpful to the uninitiated. Expanding

this argument further, I feel the

 breadth of product range in store

 perhaps offers new clients an even

better experience than a party but

do recognise that it can be challen-

ging to attract these new customers.

Mass outlets pose a conundrum. Like

parties they are market expansive in

that a significant number of people

are exposed to adult products. In that

sense they are a good thing,  since

Nice n Naughty applaud anything

that helps develop and encourage

the expression of personal sexual

 freedom. However, I have concerns

about the quality of information avai-

lable to those customers, the lack of

product choice and therefore the

 potential to provide a bad client

 experience. These products can not

be sold or displayed on a “stack em

high, sell em cheap basis.”

I have a wider concern in that it would

appear the rules governing the way

in which we sell and display our

 products in store, do not at first glance

appear to apply to mass retailers.

Specifically I have concerns that

young children  can view adult

 products in stores in a way that could

never happen with Nice n Naughty.

As a company we have campai-

gned hard to allow window displays

in our stores and are meticulous in

ensuring that our displays promote

 interest without offending sensibilities.

I am not sure supermarkets will apply

the same diligence.   

How important is multi-channel

 marketing for NNN, and how do you

engage your customers besides your

shops?

Simon Prescott: Nice n Naughty

 remains committed to the High Street,

S I M O N  P R E S C O T T

.................

It is always about service

for Nice n Naughty.”

................................ “
   important thing is trust in 

Simon Prescott is always in motion – for his

company, for his health, and often also for charitable causes
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believing we offer a real point of

 difference and have many unique

 selling points. But every business has

to recognise the need for a multi

channel approach and we have

 invested heavily in our internet

 presence, together with a cohesive

Social Media presence. However there

is a lot more work to do in that area

and we need to expand on the strong

foundations we have laid.

Fifty Shades has certainly been one of the driving forces

in the erotic market throughout the first months of this

year. Did you see any other trends product-wise, that may

have gotten overlooked with all the buzz going on?

Simon Prescott: Don’t get me wrong when I say this, Fifty

Shades has certainly created the buzz you refer to. But its

not a basis on which to build a business. Longevity is a

function of both breadth and depth of product range.

Yes,  you can create a buzz or a spike in sales but Nice n

Naughty believe in all the normal components of the

 marketing mix when building our business. Whilst anything

to stimulate demand is important, we look for products

that more than justify the shelf space they occupy and

products continue to be judged on return per square foot.

As such I am unable to single out any other ranges that

have out performed others.    

Are there some new trends you'd say are limited to the UK

or are all current tred in the market global?

Simon Prescott: I really wouldn’t know the global trends

since my time is spent on what works or will work for Nice n

Naughty. Therefore this answer is somewhat speculation

but I doubt that a trend in one country will differ from

country to country. Maybe that’s the real story of Fifty

 Shades.  

What would you say is the most important aspect for 

a purchasing decision: price, quality, functionality, or 

the brand?

Simon Prescott: For adult products, I truly believe the most

important thing is trust in the supplier.  First and foremost

people have to feel comfortable with Nice n Naughty.

Comfortable that we are a good company to shop with.
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Comfortable with our store environ-

ment. How do you build that confi-

dence? It can only be via service.

 Expert, knowledgeable, helpful staff

who are more concerned with provi-

ding the right product than pushing the

wrong one. Yes we have to choose the

right brands, offer quality products, and

cater for all tastes but first we have to

ensure that our customers know that

Nice n Naughty  is a great place to

shop. Price is always an important

aspect of the marketing mix but it is not the most important.

It is always about service for Nice n Naughty.   

Thanks to the internet, the customer gets more and more

savvy when it comes to product information and knowing

what they want - not only for erotic products. Is this a trend

you can observe in your shops as well and how do you

react to it?

Simon Prescott: The logical extension of your statement is

that people walk into a store and ask for a product by

brand, model and price, buy it and leave. But that doesn’t

happen at Nice n Naughty. Yes savvy clients will ask for a

brand and may indeed have researched it on the internet,

but we find that knowledgeable staff can offer alternatives

and helpful advice. This enables that client to make an

 informed purchase and often will buy something entirely

different from the item they originally intended and

 products to compliment their purchase such as lubricants,

toy cleaners and batteries which although prompted

 during Internet purchasing the benefits are not explained

and therefore the customers experience when using the

product may not be as good as it could be and prevent

them from buying again.

Our reaction is to employ and train friendly , empathetic

and knowledgeable staff. We remain committed to 

the Investors in People program as a way of developing

our staff. Equally we continue to work with suppliers in

terms of staff training and are appreciative of their

 continued  support.

Which challenges is the erotic retail business facing in the

UK right now? Where would you say is the biggest potential

for development in the market as a whole?

I N T E R V I E W
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Simon Prescott hopes the adult retail trade can benefit from

the latest positive developments in the British economy
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Simon Prescott: The cost of a High

Street presence remains high, whilst

footfall in general falls. This is a chal-

lenge. The internet is both a bene-

factor and a curse in terms of High

Sales. I don’t feel the answer lays in

parties or even supermarkets. I

 remain of the opinion that a perso-

nal in store service is the key diffe-

rentiating factor for Nice n Naughty.

There has been much talk about

female- or couple-friendly stores in

the past. Would you say this shift is

complete in the UK, or is this development still in progress?

Simon Prescott: I am not sure its complete because

 certain chains don’t appear to share the view that mixed

is best, but its fair to say there has been a huge movement

in that direction.

How important is the shop interior and design in order to

appeal to a modern audience? Are there certain groups

of products you deliberately do not offer in your shops as

they wouldn't fit into your concept?

Simon Prescott: You can have the best service in the world

but if its in the wrong environment, clients would never

enter to experience it. Stores must be warm and

 welcoming and utilise the same merchandising

 techniques you would find in any major High Street store.

Customers expect that and are unlikely to settle for less. 

On your second point I am sure there must be some

 products we do not feel appropriate for our stores but

none immediately spring to mind. The importance when

choosing products for Nice n Naughty stores is quality and

pricing but the support of the point of sale, packaging

and presentation is vital to the success of a brand and

prominent merchandising. Nice n Naughty work closely

with all suppliers to ensure that products are promoted

within the stores to maximise sales.

Nice n Naughty has always been involved in sponsoring

charities and sports-clubs or events all across the UK. Could

you tell us a bit about your recent activities in this regard?

Simon Prescott: Nice n Naughty continues to support a

wide range of causes across the UK and internationally
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and will always do so. Often  this is

via my passion for swimming or 

running or often simply donations

in the form of cash or product. But

it is not something I feel comforta-

ble discussing. Suffice to say I

 believe that those of us who have

been fortunate should try and give

something back, however small. 

Do you think Jürgen Klopp would

be a wise choice as the new

coach of the Liverpool FC?

Simon Prescott: At last a subject I

understand! I love the fact that a British club has a British

manager and one who had an amazing 13/14 season,

possibly by riding on the coat tails of Suarez. But he was

entitled to do that. He was even entitled to sell him

especially given the biting episodes. But Liverpool are

paying the price for lack of a proven, consistent goal

scorer. So my issue wasn’t selling him, it is with the fact

we failed to secure an adequate replacement. The

 signings have been flawed in my opinion. Kaan and

Marovic are good signings and will only get better next

season, Lambert (2 goals I think 22 games) and worse

still Balotelli (1 in 15) have been disastrous and possibly

demonstrates a lack of direction in terms of strikers.

 Lallana needs to do much better next season but needs

a shape in which to do that. Perhaps its just a lack of

 experience in buying players at this level and price tag

and maybe supports the view that Rogers is a better

coach than manager. Certainly you need to be a

 Ferguson or Wenger in my opinion to  get the best out

of Mario. As a Liverpool fan I am hungry for a trophy

which I believe we could have had if we had tactically

played differently against Villa. Another huge Rodgers

mistake in my opinion. Possibly his biggest under the

 circumstances. Meanwhile Klopp had done wonders

with Dortmund and is said to be one of the worlds greats.

If he was available, I think we should get him, even

though this would be harsh for Rodgers. We need a

 trophy. If he isn’t available, I would stick with Rogers for

another season but vet his signings. Either way I expect

Liverpool to win the Premier League, FA Cup and

 Champions League next year!

I N T E R V I E W
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Simon Prescott wouldn't mind at all if

Liverpool FC hired Jürgen Klopp as coach
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According to your homepage, you spent over five

years developing your toy, Crescendo. What was

your goal when you set out to develop this toy?

Soumyadip Rakshit: When we set out to develop the

toy, our main goal was to make something 'user-

 centric'. We know that all users will be different, their

body shapes will be different, the vibrations they like

80

Everybody is  di f ferent.  Everybody has their  own needs, their  own thoughts,  their  body is

dif ferent f rom that of their  neighbour.  And they buy different things, be it cars, smartphones . . .

or sex toys. But what i f  there was a sex toy that was r ight for every woman? What i f  there

was a vibrator that could adapt to the user? This quest ion was the inspirat ion for Br i t ish

star t-up MysteryVibe to create a product that has now entered the development phase:

Crescendo, a vibrator by women for women. The crowdfunding campaign to bankrol l  the

f i rst  batch ends in mid- June, and later this year,  in November, the f i rs t  f in ished products

wi l l  hi t  the shelves. We wanted to know what makes this v ibrator so special and what plans

MysteryVibe has for the future. Co-founder Soumyadip Rakshit  answered our quest ions in

this inter view.

at different spots and at different times will be different

- that's why we spent a long time researching, talking

to people, looking at trends, learning to understand

what would really make it 'all about the user' This was

also in keeping with our wider vision where everything

we create adds to the 'immersive sensory experience'

to take pleasure to a new level. 

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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“We set out with our company to apply     
enhance our sex lives.”
Soumyadip Rakshit on MysteryVibe and their product “Crescendo”
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Why did you settle for the design

as you now presented? Which fea-

tures does it offer and set it apart

from its competition?

Soumyadip Rakshit: We worked on

various methods to determine the

best way to make a toy that could

really adapt to the user and also

be safe at the same time. This was

the most complex and time-

 consuming part of the project as

we had to test each iteration

 thousands of times to see if it

breaks at any point. Finally, we

were happy with this design in the

bendyness as it gave the perfect

mix of good bendability, without

creasing, holding it's shape well

and not breaking at any point.

Another possibility to customise the

Crescendo is the app. Which

 features does it offer? Do I need a

smartphone to operate the toy?

Soumyadip Rakshit: Crescendo

comes pre-loaded with a curated

set of vibration files. You don't need

the smartphone to use Crescendo.

However I,f you want to get new

vibration files you can do that

through the app. With the app, you

will be able to download new

 Vibes (vibration files) and transfer

them to Crescendo. You can see

what Vibes are already on Cre-

scendo, move them around, add

or remove them. You can also

create new Vibes, either from

scratch or by modifying existing

Vibe files. You can then share them

with others if you want. You can

also control Crescendo using the

app if you don't want to use the

buttons on the toy.

Soumyadip Rakshit,

co-founder of MysteryVibe

S O U M Y A D I P  R A K S H I T

    the best in design and technology to 

The design of Crescendo makes it possible

to bend it into any shape
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The company behind Crescendo is Mystery Vibe.

Please, tell us about your company and the team a

bit. What is your philosophy?

Soumyadip Rakshit: We started MysteryVibe as we

wanted to solve a major pain point that we personally

saw prevalent all around us - the fact that as we get

older, get married, have kids, as the stress of work

 increases, the main part of our lives that suffers is sex.

So we set out with our company to apply the best in

design and technology to enhance our sex lives and

do so in an accessible and mainstream way.

So imagine this: What if our bedrooms could be trans-

formed to create an immersive sensual experience

with the right temperature, aroma, sounds, lighting,

visuals, toys, etc. An experience so powerful that it

would instantly transport our brains (the real sex organ)

from the world of e-mails, actions and to-dos to one

of arousal and fun. Being able to deliver that consis-

tently and affordably across all bedrooms has the

power to reinvigorate all our relationships and solve

a real, tangible pain point. 

To visualise it, think of the time we were young and

we watched erotica - no matter what our brains were

thinking before we started watching it, it would clear

away within a matter of seconds and our whole world

would be focussed on that one thing in a high state

82

of arousal. That's why MysteryVibe is about creating

an entire lifestyle rather than just a sex toy.

Mystery Vibe recently launched a crowdfunding cam-

paign for Crescendo. Why did you choose to use this

kind of funding and what will the money be used

for?

Soumyadip Rakshit: We launched our first product

directly via crowdfunding to the people most excited

about it. BORN is a great community of early adopters

and innovators. One of the best parts of crowdfunding

is the ability to connect directly with people who be-

lieve in our vision and want to participate in realising

it, and we’re completely committed to transparency

through this process. BORN is the perfect place to

reimagine what an adult toy can be and we are

really excited to get to know the early adopters! The

money itself will just be used to manufacture the toys

and deliver them to the backers.

Since Crescendo is still in development, what is your

timeline until it will finally be launched onto the

 market?

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Crescendo comes pre-loaded with a

curated set of vibration files. You

don't need the smartphone to use Crescendo.

However if you want to get new vibration

files, you can do that through the app.”

................................ 

“
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Soumyadip Rakshit: Once crowdfunding is over in

June, we will move to production, conduct a pilot

with a small group of testers, fine-tune the product

further, manufacture the final version, and release it

publicly in in November this year.

Are you working with distributors or are you planning

to do so in the future?

84

Soumyadip Rakshit: At the moment we are simply

using online channels to reach our customers but we

will reach out to distributors a bit further down the line

when we have perfected the product following the

initial feedback.

How much will a Crescendo cost and in which

 countries will it be available?

Soumyadip Rakshit: Our recommended retail price

will be £129 and it will be available globally online. 

I N T E R V I E W
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Crescendo is designed, developed,

and produced in Great Britain
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Hi Alexandra. We talked a few month ago and 

you told me about your crowdfunding campaign

for Eva, a hands-free vibrator. Now you've started

 shipping the first batch of products. Did the launch go

as you planned? How many Evas have already been

sold by now?

Alexandra Fine: Yes and no. We were well aware that

manufacturing has its hiccups but you can just never

predict how the cookie is going to crumble. We were

able to start shipping in February and we are pretty

proud of that, but we still have a long ways to go and

have definitely had our fair share of hiccups. We have

sold over 9000 units.
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Earl ier this year,  al l  eyes were on a small

 company from New York that had just taken

in half a mill ion dollars via crowdfunding to

bankrol l  their  very f i rs t  product (see EAN

01/2015). The company is Dame Products, the

product: “Eva”. Now that the first batch has

hit the market, we asked the founder of Dame

Products, Alexandra Fine, for an interview to

find out more about the launch of their first

product. Naturally, the future of Eva played a

big role in our conversation as well.

“We are selling a toy 
that seems to defy gravity.”

Before we go into more detail: Could you describe 

Eva to us? What sets this vibrator apart from it's

 competitors?

Alexandra Fine: Eva is a clitoral vibrator that uses springy

wings and the labia anatomy to stay in place during

sex. It does this by tucking underneath the labia and

moving with the body. It is small enough so it doesn’t

block the vaginal opening allowing for a natural internal

feeling with a little something something on top.

Does Eva have a target customer? How would you

 describe the ”average” Eva customer you had in mind

while developing the product?

Alexandra Fine: Anybody with a vulva. We are definitely

targeting a modern woman. Someone who isn’t

 embarrassed by the sexual nature of humanity.  

Even before you started shipping, Eva created quite a

buzz, and also now it seems to be selling very well.

Which feature exactly was it, that people have been

waiting for?

Alexandra Fine talks about the Eva launch

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

Alexandra Fine graduated from Columbia University with a

Masters degree in Clinical Psychology, concentrating on sex therapy
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Alexandra Fine: I think people want

the “its-better-than-holding-a-vibra-

tor-in-place-during-sex” feature. 

When using crowd -

funding for a product,

you also learn a lot

from your community of

 backers. What did your com-

munity add to the final products?

Where there aspects of Eva that you

had to change?

Alexandra Fine: We had our

 backers pick the colours. Nothing

else besides that. Our product is the

result of testing- all the features are

designed to keep it in place. While I

think we can make it even better

that will be the result of more

 quantitative research, hopefully

from our backers.

How important are word of mouth,

testimonials, etc. for the customer

in this field?

Alexandra Fine: Word of mouth

 testimonials are huge. I mean we

are selling a toy that seems to defy

gravity. All we can do it have others

try it out and hopefully share the

message. Yes that isn’t the most

 important part. I think consumers

 really respond to our story.

 Consumers want to feel like buying

this a sign of intelligence and com-

petency not sex or girlie-ness.

How has the reaction of your

 customers been so far?

Alexandra Fine: We have gotten

some feedback but are hoping to

run a big feedback campaign in

the upcoming weeks. We want to

know everything we can about the

user experience. We don’t claim to

have made a perfect product but

we do claim to be smart enough to

continuously improve and innovate.

Do you also ship Eva to Europe? 

How much does Eva cost in EUR?

Alexandra Fine: Its cost roughly 125

Euros including shipping!

Are you working with distributors?

Where can interested retailers turn

to if they want to pick up Eva for

their stores?

Alexandra Fine: We are still working

on producing enough Evas to support

retailers and distributors. Please reach

to us at sales@dameproducts.com

to get on our radar!

What's next for DAME Products? 

Do you already have plans for the

time after Eva?

Alexandra Fine: Oh yeah. Besides

continuing to make Eva better by

adding features, we are also starting

to investigate new products!

A L E X A N D R A  F I N E

.................

Consumers want to

feel like buying this

a sign of intelligence and

competency not sex or

girlie-ness.”

................................ 

“
This is how Eva works

So far, Dame Products has already sold more

than 9000 units of the Eva vibrator
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Having been founded in 1996, Natural Contours has

seen some ups and downs of the erotic market. How

did the market present itself back in the Nineties and how

did your company start to change it?

Candice Royalle: Prior to 1996 erotic products were

 unimaginative and predictable. The standard design

 consisted of a plastic phallic-shaped single-speed vibrator.

In 1995, Groet Design, a successful industrial designer of

electronics, home appliances and health and sports

 products, decided to create a line of intimate products

that were discreet, tasteful, stylish and ergonomically-

 correct; “personal massagers” that even the most

 conservative woman would feel comfortable owning. 

Can you tell us a bit about the first products and what

made them different from the competition back then?

Candice Royalle: Jandirk Groet was the first designer to

combine form with function and move beyond the

 phallus-shaped vibrator, creating ergonomically-correct

massagers that sat on the women’s pubic bone to directly

stimulate the clitoris.  These first two massagers were called

the PETITE and the SUPERBE.  This would become a

90 

Twenty years is  a long t ime, especial ly in an era where pro-

ducts and markets can change within just  a few months. But

as always, there are exceptions to the rule, and the 'personal

massagers '  that Natural Contours introduced to the market

in 1996 have turned out to be an evergreen of the erot ic in-

dustr y,  being just as popular among users today as they

were at the t ime of their  launch. But of course, Natural

Contours didn't stand sti l l  while the market was evol-

v ing. In our EAN inter view, the team grants us an

inside look at their  company, they give an expla-

nation for the extraordinary longevity of their  pro-

ducts,  and they emphasise the impor tance of looking

for other channels of dist r ibut ion outs ide the erot ic market.

 template that was picked up on and copied by 

countless other companies looking to take advantage of

this new trend. 

Continuing to innovate and set the trend, Groet’s next

 design was the ULTIME, the first massager to wrap around

the woman’s pubic bone, simultaneously stimulating both

the clitoris and the G-spot.  Becoming our run-away top

seller, this too would become a highly popular template

in the exploding intimate products market.

Along with the MAGNIFIQUE, the first four products of

the Natural Contours® line were met with great

 enthusiasm by both female consumers who embraced

this new stylish approach to intimate products, and by

wholesalers and retailers who previously shied away

from selling such  products. 

We were able to place the Natural Contours line in to

“nice” women’s health and wellness catalogues such as

Gaiam and the ‘Vermont Country Store’; web sites devoted

to health products, like DrugStore.com began introducing

“health & wellness” sections with the Natural Contours line.

Combined with our cosmetic-styled packaging, the   

gift-market took notice and placed the line in gift

A look at the inner workings of Natural Contours

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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“I think the market is
 developing in the right direction."
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 catalogues and high-end erotic

 boutiques.  To quote Stephen Young,

a leading gift market representative,

the Natural Contours

line is “a clever solution for a ‘must

have’ in elegant packaging that

 retailers can sell”.

How did your push into the health and

wellness market influence the market

for personal massagers in general?

Candice Royalle: Raising the bar for

all who followed, the Natural Contours

line took “sex toys” out of the  back-

street sex shops and turned “personal

massagers” in to a hugely profitable

mainstream item for women everyw-

here.  But as with any new trend that

turns out to be highly profitable,

everyone wants to get in on the

 action … and before you know it …

everyone does!

At first it was just the people who were

already in the sex toy market and

companies like Fun Factory and Lelo

who put their own spin on what Groet

and Natural Contours had created.

But then something else began to

happen in the market for sexual

 products: adult films & DVDs, at one

time a hugely profitable industry

thanks to home-video, began to lose

its audience to the internet, and all

those companies that couldn’t survive

in this shifting market place jumped

ship and swam right over to the sex

toy industry, glutting the market place

with countless knock-offs and cheap

imitations.

Natural Contours had all to do with

upping the ante and designing high

quality products for the new sexually-

liberated female consumer; but as

with all new and profitable market

trends, everyone wants a piece of the

action, and the market place

 becomes glutted with cheaply-made

product, making it harder to compete

and lessening everyone’s take. But,

the marketplace has its way of

 evening out the playing field as the

consumer ultimately chooses who

wins with their wallets and

 pocketbooks.  The companies that

continue to innovate and come up

with good, high quality products and

the smartest ways to market and sell

them will ultimately be the winners in

this highly competitive market .

Among your first products were the

Petite, the Superbe, and the Mag-

nifique - which you still produce

today. Why do these products

have such a long shelf live?

Candice Royalle: I think as with

any type of product, what creates

 longevity – or a “long shelf life” –

is a product that is timeless, never

losing its appeal; whose quality is

maintained; and whose “brand”

is  continually nurtured and kept in

the public arena by way of ma-

king news through interviews, at-

tending trade shows, maintaining

relationships with the public as

well as with your vendors, clients,

wholesalers and retailers. 

Can you describe your design phi-

losophy? Which aspects do you

think are the most important when

it comes to designing a sex toy?

Jandrik Groet: First for me, a sex

toy/vibrator has to have a sexy ap-

pearance. Next, it has to do it’s job

in a pleasant way with good ergo-

nomics and it has to “sparkle” the

fantasy. Technically it has to be

made with good materials; it has

to function well; it must be sustai-

nable; and it must come in good,

high quality and well-designed pa-

ckaging. My goal is to make a ‘sex

toy’ that, rather than being embar-

rassing, is actually a ‘nice’ product

that can be used and accepted

by a large group. Something with

which you can use to explore your

sexual life alone or together with a

partner.

C A N D I C E  R O Y A L L E

J A N D R I K  G R O E T

R E B E C C A  C O O K

B O B  C H R I S T I A N

.................

Raising the bar for

all who followed, the

Natural Contours line

took 'sex toys' out of the

back-street sex shops and

turned “personal massa-

gers” in to a hugely pro-

fitable mainstream item

for women everywhere.“ 

- Candice Royalle

................................ 

“

Candice Royalle has been in the erotic industry

form more than thirty years
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Where do you get your ideas for new toys? Do you do 

all your design in-house or are you working with 

external  designers?

Jandrik Groet: Everywhere, anywhere, seeing, hearing

and watching people all over the world. I am not working

together with external designers.

Could you give us an insight into your current portfolio of

toys? Is there a toy that you are especially proud of and

that sells particularly well?

Jandrik Groet: The ULTIME, still one of a kind. Completely

new approach in the world of vibrators. An example of a

well-functioning product with a sexy appearance that still

leaves room for fantasizing. 

Candice Royalle: I’d like to answer this as well. I  think our

port folio of toys shows an organic evolution and a natural

progression that, looking back, makes a lot of sense. The

PETITE and SUPERBE  set a whole new standard for sex toys,

not only for the industry at large, but for the designer

himself. First he showed a great departure from the

 ‘standard’ type of vibrators by completely breaking the

‘mould’ and creating a whole new type of vibrator, one

that makes far more sense ergonomically, and would raise

the bar for all who followed. 

Never one to rest on his own laurels, he would explore and

find another way to improve upon his own design and

 innovate something even newer. He took his third model,

the MAGNIFIQUE, and bent it in to a U-shape, modified

and slenderised it, measuring the woman’s anatomy for

ergonomic accuracy, and created the ULTIME, the  first-
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ever massager to vibrate on both ends and simultaneously

stimulate both the clitoris and the g-spot. 

Then he examined both the MAGNIFIQUE and the ULTIME

and, combining the best features of both, he created the

LIBERTÉ, a multi-functional, multi-purpose vibrator that could

both stimulate the clitoris and help a woman find her 

g-spot.  

This led to my personal favourite, the ÉNERGIE, a non-vi-

brating muscle-strengthening vaginal barbell.  I consider

this one of our most important products: while it can double

as a pleasurable ‘toy’ that can be inserted vaginally to

 stimulate the g-spot, this weighted (1 pound) barbell is

 designed to strengthen and tone the vaginal (PC) muscles.

This is important for women who want to regain vaginal

muscle tone after childbirth; for women as they get older,

it helps maintain urinary control; and for women of any

age, strong vaginal muscles provide greater, more intense

orgasms and sexual pleasure over all.  

Finally, one more example of how Jandirk improves upon

his own designs is how he took the design of the PETITE

and the SUPERBE and evolved them in to the smaller,

lighter BonBon, making it the perfect little travel companion,

complete with its own matching carrying pouch.

When Natural Contours was launched, you were pioneers

in regards of design. Do you feel the market has

 developed in the right direction since then? What has

changed more: the market or society?

Candice Royalle: I think I’ve already answered the first

part of this question, but yes, I do think the market is

 developing in the right direction, and those with the best

innovations who also maintain their quality and their

 standards will ultimately be able to compete and make it

through the  many market changes and challenges.  As

far as what changed more…I think the “society”, the

 culture, women…have been ready and waiting for some

time. It took the market, or someone like Jandirk Groet, to

turn up with the inspiration and the ideas and finally fulfil

the market needs and demands. I think the same cultural

changes that led to the concept of adult erotic cinema

for women also led to women embracing the use of vi-

brators to explore their sexual potential. Women’s liberation,

the 2nd wave of feminism…this all led to women’s sexual

empowerment and their desire to explore and find them-

selves sexually.

I N T E R V I E W
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With the Ideal Personal Massager,

the user can choose from various possible applications
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How important is a strong brand presence for a manu-

facturer of erotic products in today's market, and how

does your long market presence help you in that regard?

Candice Royalle: I think brand presence is very important:

first for defining your company and your line; and main-

taining that brand-identity is equally important: if people

like your product, they will look for your brand and come

back for more…Especially in today’s market that has grown

to such a degree with so much product and so many

competitors glutting the marketplace; it’s especially

 important as it helps people find you amid the clutter.

Rebecca Cook: Reputation for quality, innovation and

 value defines Natural Contours and has helped the brand

establish itself and endure for years. The distinct shapes,
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colours, packaging and marketing 

help cohesively define the line for long 

lasting consistency and presence in

the  market.

Today the prices for toys range

from single digits up to two- or

three-hundred Euros. Where did

natural contours place its

 products and why did you choose

to offer your products at this price?

Bob Christian: The Natural

 Contours line is “low- moderate

 priced” in order to provide the

 maximum value to our customers.

While they are premium products, we

want everyone to be able to afford them

and enjoy them. Most of our products are

priced under $45.00.

Rebecca Cook: There is a sweet spot for pricing

when talking about new or first time massager and

vibe users. The product needs to be quality, but also

affordable and worth taking a risk.  $39.95 is a sweet spot

for those customers so we strive to price NC around this

area of affordability and quality.

Would you agree that many modern toys are aimed at

the mainstream market (boutiques, pharmacies, etc.)?

Do you think that theses outlets will become more

 important for erotic products in general?  

Bob Christian: Yes, many adult toys today are aimed at

the mainstream distribution channels because there are

many new potential customers there. And these channels

are certainly growing in importance as customers are

more accepting of seeing adult items. But those channels

are very hard to get into. They also may be overrated as

I N T E R V I E W
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Ultime is one of Natural Contours' 

biggest innovations

.................

Reputation for quality, innovation and value

defines Natural Contours and has helped the

brand establish itself and endure for years.“ 

- Rebecca Cook

................................ 

“
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a source of sales, because conservative store

 management still is extremely wary of permitting adult

products on shelves and the profit margins they allow is

very difficult for most adult product companies to live on.

But Natural Contours has been the pioneer in achieving

success in mainstream markets

One gets the impression that your products have been

aimed at the mainstream market from the start. Do recent

changes towards more women friendly boutiques and

online stores make the erotic market more interesting for

your brand?

Rebecca Cook: We always called Natural Contours the

“gateway vibe” to lingerie boutiques and mainstream

 stores who never considered carrying toys.  They are an

easy cross-over because of their elegant shapes and

 cosmetic packaging.  Saying that, margins for mainstream

are very difficult and packaging is also a concern.

 Pharmacy carrying toys consider them as an afterthought

to lubricant rather than a destination product like adult

stores.  Because of this, toys do not necessarily move off

the shelf quickly in mainstream or pharmacy.  On-line,

there is a lot of competition. Holding true to MSRP, insisting

on reseller and MAP agreements will help maintain brand

integrity for you and your customers.  This is a much more

mainstream concept than an adult industry practice. 

Sexual Wellness has been a buzzword in the industry in

 recent years. How important is this trend in your opinion,

and how much of it is just marketing?

Rebecca Cook: Sexual wellness is a huge part of overall

health and wellness.  One statistic said that up to 30% of

96 
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.................

The Natural Contours line is 'low-

moderate priced' in order to provide

the maximum value to our customers.

While they are premium products, we want

everyone to be able to afford them and

enjoy them.“ - Bob Christian

................................ 

“

healthcare dollars are spend on sexually related issues –

family planning, maternity, menopause, incontinence,

erectile dysfunction, prostate.  When you consider all of

the areas that sexual wellness encompasses, you can see

how important it is. In the adult industry, it is more  ‘marketing’

… in the mainstream and in the Natural  Contours world, it

is featured and important.

Another trend that is taking off right now are app controlled

vibrators. What's your take on this trend? Do you think it 

will have any real impact on sex toys or people's sexuality

in general?

Rebecca Cook: Our Natural Contours customer is 

older and not very tech-savvy so she won’t necessarily

gravitate toward an app based product.  Saying that,

apps bring toys into the modern tech age and make

them relevant to all customers. Anything that gets people

talking about new and different with sexual health is

 important and  relevant.

What new products can we expect to see from Natural

Contours in the near future? Do you already have concrete

plans you are at liberty to tell us?

Candice Royalle: I’m actually not able to disclose very

much about our new models other than to say that we

have a series of three that we are now preparing to

launch.  While maintaining the innovation and quality

Natural Contours is known for, they are designed to

 embrace a slightly younger age group while still

 appealing to our somewhat older customer base. They

are fun, with slightly stronger vibrations, very quiet, and

their colours are bright and sexy!
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It has almost been a year since

EAN last featured an interview

about KIIROO? How has the ero-

tic world responded to Kiiroo

since its launch in the summer

of 2014?

Toon Timmermans: Well, to be

honest, we have already won

our first two awards, one of them

being the Xbiz 2015 award.

Also, our partnership with Flesh-

light has been accepted really

well. We’re receiving emails

every day from companies that

want to work with us. It’s too bad

we only have 24 hours in a day.

Are you happy with the public response and the sales fi-

gures?

Toon Timmermans: Absolutely, knowing that we’re still at

the beginning of what this new market (interactive sex toy

market) can do. We don’t have figures to compare, but

judging by what we hear from people in the industry, our

figures are pretty impressive.

Has KIIROO changed or even revolutionized the market

for sex toys?
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KIIROO undoubtedly represents a quantum leap in the combination of sex toys and modern

technology and thus, i t  has also brought the discussion about teledi ldonics (or cyberdi ldo-

nics) to a fever pitch. As Toon Timmermans, the CEO of KI IROO, emphasises in our interview,

this new product category is  st i l l  in i ts  infancy, but the bal l  has been set arol l ing, and so i t

is  no wonder that the KI IROO team is going to launch new innovations in due t ime.

“We don’t want replace
extra option to the table.”

Toon Timmermans: Obviously,

that’s hard to say about our-

selves, but I think we have ad-

ded quite a bit. But there is

much more to come… we’re

already working on some in-

teresting improvements, new

partnerships, and new technology and products.

For those of our readers who haven't heard or read about

KIIROO yet: What is KIIROO? How would you describe it?

Toon Timmermans: Our devices are much more than

traditional sexual intimacy products. Like lovers, our devices

communicate with each other to create a uniquely sen-

sual experience. Pearl is a luxury G-spot vibrator; Onyx is

the next generation of male masturbators, complete with

a Fleshlight sleeve inside. When any two KIIROO devices

are used together online, they simulate actual physical in-

timacy. With KIIROO, you can now touch your lover or part-

Toon Timmermans talks KIIROO and the future of teledildonics 

.................

Cyberdildonics

are still in

their infancy, but

KIIROO is at the fo-

refront of the wave.”

................................ 

“
exclusive
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Toon Timmermans, co-founder,

co-developer and CEO of KIIROO
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real sex, we just bring a
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ner, from anywhere in the world. Cy-

berdildonics (a.k.a teledildonics) are

still in their infancy, but KIIROO is at the

forefront of the wave. Giving the ability

to feel someone else is a whole new

kind of internet experience. Apart from

that, you can also connect the Onyx

to special coded video’s and web-

cams.

Given the interconnectedness of our

modern society, many feel that cy-

bersex and teledildonics are the next

logical step in the evolution of the

erotic market. Do you agree with this

statement?

Toon Timmermans: Yes, I think that

the programme “Catfish”on MTV

shows our society is changing. Also,

“tinder” shows we don’t have to meet

in a bar (in person) anymore…a logi-

cal step will be, after you meet online,

you get intimate online…

Who is using KIIROO? Is there a custo-

mer group that has embraced KII-

ROO in a particularly strong way?

Toon Timmermans: It is a bit to early

to tell, we've only been live for a short

time …the users are quite diverse,

straight couples, gay couples, single

guys who want to connect with videos

or webcams, and even tech people

who are fascinated about the VR con-

nection.

You have entered into a close colla-

boration with Fleshlight. How did that

come to pass, why did you decide

to take that step, and which advan-

tages does this collaboration offer?

Toon Timmermans: Fleshlight is great

partner to work with, they have such

a great organisation and an amazing

product. With our partnership, we

combined the best material (Flesh-

light) with the best technology (KIIROO)

into one product. 

Teledildonics has become a popular

topic in the erotic industry. How will this

segment develop? What can we ex-

pect from the future of teledildonics?

Toon Timmermans: We’re still at the

beginning of the life cycle of teledil-

donics. Besides the devices themsel-

ves, the evolution of the content will

also be very important in this. The big-

ger the user base for the product, the

more companies will make their con-

tent compatible with the devices. 

Would you agree that sex toy hard-

ware has reached a level where true

innovation is hard to achieve so that

in the future, the software will make

the difference in product quality?

Toon Timmermans: Of course, soft-

ware will make a big difference, but

we we are also making big steps on

the hardware so the experience will

get better and better. We have plan-

ned some really cool surprises for the

next months.

What exactly are your plans for the

next months?

Toon Timmermans: We can’t tell

them yet, but they are big, KIIROO is

just getting started.  Over the next few

weeks, a couple of big (content rela-

ted) partnerships will go live, and one

of them will be with Flirt4Free. 

There is no lack of people who are

harshly criticising teledildonics, saying

that users are remote-controlled via

buttons, that instead of bringing people

closer together, cyber sex is actually

separating them even more, that fee-

lings can't be transmitted via the inter-

net ... what do you say to these things?

Toon Timmermans: I understand their

point, of course its different from real

sex, we never said cyber sex will be

the exact same thing. But we know

we’re helping out quite a few people

as well, because being intimate over

skype when you live apart will get bo-

ring after a while. KIIROO is helping

those people, for example people

from the military are thrilled about KII-

ROO. As far as webcams are con-

cerned, we can’t ignore that industry,

it's already bigger then the adult in-

dustry. KIIROO brought the 3rd dimen-

sion to this industry - besides seeing

and hearing, now they can also feel

their favourite girl. So, long story short,

we don’t want to replace real sex, we

just bring an extra option to the table.

T O O N  T I M M E R M A N S

.................

Our devices are much

more than traditional

sexual intimacy products.”

................................ 
“
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Rouge Garments is a garment and bondage gear

manufacturer based in the UK. Could you present

your company further? 

Mo Shaikh: Absolutely! The last four years we have solely

concentrated on building core ranges and designing Lu-

xury, affordable high quality products. We launched Rouge

slowly in the UK to ensure we was offering exactly what cus-

tomer's wanted. With great success in the UK we are now

working with Global Distributors Worldwide. We also started

the New Year by moving into bigger premises to further fa-

cilitate our operation.

What sets you apart from your competition?

Mo Shaikh: Our products are all hand-crafted, the material's

we use are carefully selected to ensure we supply only the

highest quality materials available. Our catalogue consists

of over 140 products ranging from leather, Suede, Marble

and Faux leather, we are excited to be launching our Me-

dical play range this summer. February saw the launch of

our Fifty Times Hotter range it sits perfectly alongside Rouge

and Fetish Play, as well as our three core ranges we also

have an extensive range of leather harnesses, Gags, masks

and cock straps just to mention a few.

Is really everything you offer made from leather? Which

properties does leather have, that makes it so well suited

for bondage gear? 
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Leather is a quality material, and one that was

popular in the fetish scene long before the

boom of soft SM products. The British company

Rouge Garments is dedicated to this material

that spells fetish like no other. After moving

into new and bigger premises near London at

the beginning of the year, Rouge Garments

launched their “Fif ty Times Hotter” collection

in February, and with another collection called

Medical Play scheduled for summer, expan-

sion seems to be the order of the day. EAN tal-

ked to Rouge Garments' Mo Shaikh.

“The end consumer cares most
about the quality of the product.”

Mo Shaikh: We use many materials but our main Rouge

range is predominately 100% real leather. When we set up

Rouge Garments after extensive research we found that

the end consumer cares most about the quality of the

product how it looks and how feels whilst being worn. So

we decided to concentrate on the quality and usefulness

of the product to provide consumers with a luxury brand

they can recognise.

The ETO show will take place in Birmingham soon and you

will be presenting your products. What can we expect to

see at your booth? Will you present new items?

Mo Shaikh: We are thrilled to be launching our brand New

Website which will facilitate for both Wholesale and Drop

ship customers. We will of course be showcasing our three

full product ranges (Rouge, Fifty Times Hotter and Fetish

Play) and we will be giving ETO visitors the chance to check

out our new editions as well as our brand new Medical

Play range. 

Where can interested retailers turn to, if they want to pick

up your products into their choice of products? Do you sell

to the whole of Europe?

Mo Shaikh: Yes, we are supplying worldwide and are keen

to work with more retailers, distributors and wholesalers! So

if you would like to become a stockist please contact our

Sales Manager Claire@rougegarments.co.uk 

Mo Shaikh presents Rouge Garments

exclusive
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The first thing I saw when I visited the homepage of

 Tingletouch games was the slogan „No more boring

sex!“. How do you want to achieve this goal?

Magnus Holmgren: We’re a couple who’s been to -

gether for over 13 years, and we’ve learned something

many couples also eventually learn - that sex can

 become a routine and “boring” if you keep doing the

same thing over and over again. Our goal is to help

couples rediscover themselves and their partner by

 helping them try news things in bed and keep the spark

going in their relationship.

Who is Tingletouch games? When and why did you decide

to start publishing erotic games?

Magnus Holmgren: Tingletouch Games is me, Magnus,

and my fiancée Elin. We’re a couple in our early 30s

from Stockholm, Sweden. We’ve never really planned on

becoming the creators of erotic games, it basically just

happened a couple of years ago when we bought a
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Countless couples know the predicament: After several years in a relationship,

it can be difficult to prevent your sex life from becoming a mere routine.

But of course, there are many ways to solve this problem: Apar t from sex

toys, erotic games have proven a popular way to bring a breath of fresh

air to the bedroom. Of course, the companies in this market are also

keeping a close eye on technological developments to offer new and

interesting options to the consumers. Knowing this, it is no surprise that

the first two games of Tingletouch Games, a Swedish star t-up founded by

Magnus Holmgren and El in Nilsson, have been developed for smar t -

phones and tablets. Currently, the duo is working on their first traditio-

nal card games - which is  one of the things we talk about in our EAN

 interview. Apar t from that, we also explore the possibilit ies of merging

the traditional and the digital world of gaming.

few erotic games for ourselves and noticed how most of

them are poorly designed and generally boring. Being

board game geeks ourselves, we simply felt we could

do better! We chose to make a game for the mobile

market first, since there were no serious erotic games for

the mobile platform at all, and after a lot of work in our

spare time “Connect Foreplay” was released in February

2014. After being mentioned in the digital version of

 Sweden’s  biggest newspaper, “Aftonbladet”, the number

of downloads sky-rocketed, and for a while we were ran-

ked #1 in the Lifestyle section of App Store Sweden. While

the crazy amount of downloads only lasted as long as

the article was on the first page, it proved that there is

definitely demand for these types of games. That’s when

we decided to actually start a company and give it a

serious shot.

The first game you released is called ”Connect Foreplay“.

What kind of game is it an how is it played?

Magnus Holmgren and his partner Elin Nilsson develop erotic games
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“Smartphones
ways perfect for
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Magnus Holmgren: Like the name

implies it’s a sexy version of the well-

known game “Connect-4”. Two

 players take turns placing markers,

 trying to connect their own markers

horizontally, vertically or diagonally. The

difference from regular Connect-4 is

that in Connect Foreplay each

 marker contains sexy challenges. So

when someone wins a round both

players then need to complete four

sexy challenges based on the winning

markers, and the winner of the round

is likely to benefit the most. The

 challenges becomes hotter and

 hotter each round you play, and the

person who wins the most

rounds eventually gets to

pick an extra naughty

 “final challenge”, which

ends the game.

The other game you

are currently offering

is ”Dare Maker for

 Couples“. What are the

rules of this game?

Magnus Holmgren:

Dare Maker for Cou-

ples is a two-player

game where the

goal is to create

your own sexy

 dares. You do this

by taking turns selecting different

words or phrases until you end up with

a full sentence and then you act out

the dare you just created. There are

thousands of different combinations

of words and phrases meaning no

game will ever be

the same, and

players also

decide them-

selves how

daring the

chal lenges

are they create.

Just like Connect

Foreplay,

the game becomes hotter and

 hotter, but in Dare Maker there’s no

winner or predetermined end to the

game, the goal is simply to try and

complete as many dares as possible

without either player reaching climax.

Eventually, lust will take over and both

players will fail. Which is a good thing

of course, since it means the game

has served its purpose very well!

What do you think makes a good

 erotic game in general? 

Magnus Holmgren: The best erotic

games manage to build up your lust

as you progress through the game

until you’re ready to burst, and even-

tually you want nothing more

than to to stop playing and get

on with things. Once you

 reach that point, you know

it’s a good game. 

Which audience do

you have in mind

when creating your

games?

Magnus Holmgren:

Our main target group

is couples who have

been together for a while

M A G N U S  H O L M G R E N
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and tablets are in many 
erotic games.”

Magnus Holmgren has been working as a graphic designer among

other things before turning to the world of erotic games
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and want to try new things in bed. But any

two people who like to have sex can play,

whether they met yesterday or have been

together for decades.

Both your games are made for smart -

phones or tablets. Isn't it a bit awkward to

use such a device for this purpose or do

you think that a younger crowd will find

the idea of implementing technology into

their love life in this way appealing?

Magnus Holmgren: Perhaps a couple of years

ago when smartphones and tablets where

new, it may have felt a bit awkward, but

these days smartphones and tablets

have really become part of our

 society. You see them used for a lot

of different things in every aspect of daily life and by a lot

of different people - young and old. Not once during the

testing phase of our games did it feel awkward for us, and

in the feedback we’ve received nobody has ever

 mentioned it. 

Which possibilities do digital erotic games offer that their

traditional counterparts don't have?

Magnus Holmgren: There are advantages and

 disadvantages with most things. Mobile games offer some

advantages over traditional board games, but there are

also limitations with only being able to use a single small

screen for the game.

One big advantage for an erotic app is that it takes up

very little physical space. Most board games contain bulky

game boards, dice, markers, cards, etc, so you’re basically

confined to playing around a table. When playing an

erotic game on your smartphone or tablet you do not

need to keep track of all these game parts and there’s no

need to set the game up, you just tap an icon on your

phone and play it anywhere you want - for example in

bed. Something that’s very hard with a traditional game.
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Also, while most board games can feel repetitive after a

while, digital games allow for continuous updates and

add-ons that can make them feel fresh and new for as

long as the developers keep adding content. Smartphones

and tablets are in many ways perfect for erotic games.

But of course, in the end it’s the game itself that’s the most

important thing, not whether it’s a digital or traditional

game. Both types can be really fun, or really bad.

Your latest project is called Bedroom Battle and unlike

your previous games it will not be an app, but a card

game. What will this game be about and what sets it

apart from the other foreplay games already on 

the market?

Magnus Holmgren: With Bedroom Battle we’d like to

 combine the best of mobile apps and the best of

 traditional games, and create the best erotic game on

the market. Bedroom Battle will be different from other

 foreplay and sex games in many ways. For example:

• It’s more than just drawing a card or rolling a dice, it’s a

   real game where both strategy and luck plays a part. 

• Most, if not all, erotic games are for heterosexual 

   couples only, Bedroom Battle is designed so that 

   anyone can play regardless of sexual preference. 

• It’s very customisable, allowing players to decide how 

   long a game should last and how quickly they want 

   things to heat up. 

• Since the entire game is made of cards only and has 

   no game board, dice, or markers you need to keep 

   track of, it’s also very mobile so that you can play it 

   anywhere you want. Just like you can with our 

   digital games.

• Finally, just like digital games can be updated, 

   Bedroom Battle can also be updated since it’s 

   designed for an unlimited amount of expansion packs. 

   That way we can keep adding content to the game, 

   and players can buy the card packs they like, and 

   combine them in any way they want, so playing the 

   game becomes a new experience every time.

The “Connect Foreplay” app takes the classical concept of Connect Four

and adds more than just a touch of sexy
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Currently your games are available in English. Are you

planning translations to other languages as well?

Magnus Holmgren: Right now, we are focusing on the

English market, but it’s definitely something we’d like to do

at some point. It’s really a matter of economy, the more

successful our games are on the English market the bigger

the chances of us being able to spend the necessary

money to translate them to other languages. If we could,

we’d like to see our games in every possible language.

But one step at a time. We’ve only been in business a little

over a year.

Will there be more game apps or do you see the future

of Tingletouch with classical games?

Magnus Holmgren: We’re currently both working on

 Bedroom Battle and a major update for Connect Foreplay,

so we see us continuing to focus on both apps and

 classical games. Also there are already several (non-erotic)

board games that come with an app as part of the game.

That’s probably the future of board gaming in general.

Combining the traditional and digital gaming worlds pro-

vides a lot of interesting new ways to design games. For

example, you can play the traditional board game like

you always have, but use the official game app on your

tablet or smart phone to keep track of scores, roll digital

dice, add new content to the game, and make quick

updates without having to print and distribute a whole new

version of the game. That’s definitely something that could
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be interesting for us as well. Perhaps one expansion for

Bedroom Battle will not be a new deck of cards but instead

an app that becomes part of the card game. 

Where can your games be bought? Do you plan on

 working with distributors for Bedroom Battle?

Magnus Holmgren: Our apps are available for iOS and

Android devices and can be downloaded on Google

Play, Apple App Store and Amazon. Direct links and more

information can be found on www.tingletouch.com. 

Bedroom Battle is currently being

 developed and we have a

 campaign running on Kickstarter.

We were actually funded within the

first few days, but it’s still possible to

back us and be one of the first to

own a copy of our game. On

www.bedroombattle.com we have a

link to our Kickstarter campaign and

you can also sign up to our mailing

list and get notified when it’s possible

to order through our homepage.

We expect our release date will

be in September 2015.

We plan to sell Bedroom

Battle on our homepage

but also distribute it through game

and sex toy stores, both online and

physical ones. We actually just

 recently received our first order

from a well-known Swedish sex toy

store which is really exciting for us. That

they’re interested enough to order even

 before the game is completed hopefully

means we’re doing something right!
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Combining the tradi-

tional and digital

gaming worlds provides a

lot of interesting new

ways to design games.”

................................ 

“
The latest Tingletouch Games project:

the card game “Bedroom Battle”

Elin Nilsson is one of the

masterminds behind Tingletouch Games
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When did you come to the conclusion that you should

try your luck in this market and start your company

PLAYROOM?

Robert Strzelecki: After leaving the army in 2006, fortune

had it that I found myself in a good time and in a good

place. PLAYROOM, at that time operating under a different

name, could afford to set up a store in Warsaw and was

aiming for retail sales and wholesale. I wanted to support

the company, especially because the owner of

 PLAYROOM was - and still is - my life partner. It was he who

established the company in 2000. It was a small private-

owned company dealing with electronics. He encouraged

me to join him in 2008 to work with him and for him.

 However, I still had a draconian approach to tasks, that is

planning, arranging schedules, preparing procedures,

 personnel training. We had to write these things down on
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With more than 38 mill ion inhabitants, Poland

ranks number six on the list of the most popu-

lous countries in the European Union, and it is

also the sixth-largest national economy in the

EU. Judging from these facts, the Polish mar-

ket for erotic products should be in fine shape

or at least hold great potential waiting to be

exploited. Alas, things are not quite as simple,

as Rober t Strzelecki reveals in our extensive

interview. The General Manager of PLAYROOM

takes us on a detai led tour of the erot ic

 market in his native countr y,  highl ight ing

structures and developments and pointing out

the obstacles that need to be overcome so

the adult trade and industry can truly mine

the potential of the Polish market.

“It is a surprise that
money to buy erotic     

paper and make them clear. There always was a master

plan and a contingency plan with me. I am a military

 veteran and I use the military knowledge I gained in the

best Polish, German, American, and Canadian military

schools, and during many international field training exer-

cises including the one in Iraq. I am able to accomplish

tasks which seem to be infeasible. I like large and ambitious

projects. PLAYROOM made great strides in terms of its de-

velopment in 2008 and it was thanks to our joint effort.          

What motivated you to take on this challenge? Did you

already foresee back then that the erotic market was in

for a golden future?

Robert: I certainly couldn’t predict it, but I took advantage

of a perfect opportunity to combine my hobby and work.

After 20 years of military service, working for PLAYROOM

exclusive
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Robert Strzelecki has been working in the Polish

erotic market since 2008

A close look at the Polish market for erotic products
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Poles find enough 
   gadgets.”
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seemed to be a really nice change

of pace. Truth is we started the

 company from scratch. We rebuilt

the foundations. We prepared the

action plans and planned the

 development of the company.

Soon, we were ready to hire

 employees. Back then I had no idea

what to expect, I was getting familiar

with the market, I was reading a lot,

we were going for fairs in Hanover

and Berlin to meet people from the

business. It all fell into place. When

we started gaining profits on inves-

ting in people and products, I soon

realised that adult business would

be a lucrative field. It has been

 profitable up to the present day.  

What are the origins of the Polish

 erotic market? When did the first

 products appear in your country?

Robert: The other day in Gdańsk, they

found a dildo made of leather from

the 18th century. This means we

 already had much fun back then, but

as I understand the question concerns

modern products. People talked and

wrote a lot about erotic toys in pre-

war Poland  but these issues were pre-

sented in the form of pieces of advice

directed at girls from good families

who could not use e.g. a rocking

horse because there was a risk they

could have an orgasm. So a rocking

horse was then a type of an erotic

toy! In post-war Poland, people were

more into reconstructing the country

after the war than being promiscuous

but allegedly it was already there in

some larger cities. I think the inflow of

adult gadgets into Poland began in

the early 1970s, or perhaps a bit later

when people who had been to the

Western countries came back, brin-

ging such toys as dildos or leather clo-

thes. I think that 35 years ago people

R O B E R T  S T R Z E L E C K I

.................

In Poland, the distri-

bution of erotic pro-

ducts via the internet is

much more significant than

in other countries.”

................................ 

“
An example for a modern,

appealing, and elegant shopping window
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made use of the boom in the economy and someone

who was clever and rich decided to open the first sex

shop in Warsaw. Then there was another, and another. 

At that time, regulations and rules concerning retail sales

were not as strict as they are now. In the adult industry, you

could get affluent in just a couple of months. There were

no debit cards or bank transfers. People used cash to

make a deal. The profits erotic stores generated were the

property of their owners. Back then it was a real novelty: 

a sex shop in the centre of Warsaw! There, you could find

flesh-coloured or pink dildos, dolls with open mouths. 

The shop assistants were not attractive and wanted to sell

products at all costs. Rights of consumers? Nobody had

heard of it back then. It was a time of video tape trade.

There were hundreds of them and then thousands, and

you could copy them at home; it was a normal and

 acceptable practice. The video tape trade also took

place on marketplaces. You could make a lot of money

very quickly. I know people who did.   

How has the market developed over the course of the

years? When did professional structures  emerge? How
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much influence has the internet had on the distribution of

erotic products?

Robert: At present, the erotic market does not look like the

one 30 years ago. A lot of things have changed in Poland,

including the economic system, the political system,

 individual liberty and regulations concerning private owner-

ship. Few people operating in the Polish erotic market can

remember those times. Yet, a few can still remember and

surely recollect those years. Today’s erotic stores mostly

serve as an example of how to achieve success within

the legal order (including paying taxes, which wasn’t

exactly a given in the past!). There is a number of amazing

erotic shops in the big Polish cities: Warsaw, Cracow,

Poznań, Łódź and Gdańsk. But sadly, there is no structure

that would prove the erotic businesses in Poland are

 organised. People try to avoid one another, and when

they talk, they treat one another as a competitor. It’s not

easy. Certainly, there are a couple of solid companies we

cooperate with on a daily basis now. We are highly under-

standing, respect one another and, if it’s necessary, we

provide assistance. But there are also difficult companies.

A demanding attitude (something like: give it to me

 because I deserve it), it is something I cannot understand

in a B2B relationship. Well, but it is a matter of business

manners and professional conduct. I would like to write

about it in greater detail. There is also the question about

how the internet has influenced the market. The internet

I N T E R V I E W
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Certainly, couples are the main

 customers and the Polish erotic

 market concentrates on them.”

................................ 
“

Secret Place – Poland's first

erotic salon for couples
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has had a great impact. First – it has facilitated the contact

between businesses, second – it is a source of information,

a source of data necessary to run business. Underestima-

ting its power would be a mistake. Basically, if you are not

active on the internet, you do not exist in business. 

In Poland, the distribution of erotic products via the internet

is much more significant than in other countries. It is due

to the inconsiderable number of bricks-and-mortar stores

and the fact that people are ashamed of visiting erotic

shops. In fact, most sales take place on the internet. That

means new challenges for distributors such as Playroom.

Above all, e-shops do not have their own stocks. For this

reason, they frequently choose to cooperate with us

 because we provide them with regular access to products.

E-shops mostly sell virtual goods (that is goods they do not

actually have); that is why we are responsible for fast

 product shipment. As a result, we have introduced the

dropshipping service. Considering the number of offered

products, it is important for internet shops to take care of

Polish product descriptions. This is why Playroom places

great emphasis on top-quality descriptions (sometimes

even more emphasis than the manufacturers themselves).     

What is the current status of the market? How many brick

and mortar stores are there in the Polish market? Are
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many erotic products available through other channels

of distribution such as pharmacies, drugstores, super -

markets, gas stations, etc.?

Robert: Preparing for annual OPEN DAY workshops, I made

a summary. It was truly difficult to find any data so I used

the internet and I typed in stores’ addresses, and transferred

them to the map of Poland. No official statistics show such

data. I think it is a pretty precise estimation to say that in

Poland there are roughly 180 brick-and-mortar stores of

varying size and potential. Starting with those tiny shops in

small towns, resembling newsagents, all the way to big

shops in the centres of large cities. There are (only) 25 truly

large stores! Also, the number of brick-and-mortar stores

varies, everyday there is news that one store is going to

close and another one enters the market. There are stores

that only existed for a couple of weeks. As for products

and other distribution channels, condoms and lubricants

belong to the most common products in pharmacies

and other stores. Any toys such as dildos, butt plugs, etc.

are only available in erotic stores.  

How big a role does e-commerce play? Are many Polish

consumers buying their vibrators, dildos, and lubricants

via the internet?

Robert: E-commerce plays a more and more important

role but that is a well-known international trend. We are the

information society where the speed of transferred infor-

mation is the key to success. The amount of shopping we

do in stores via the internet increasing. For example, take

our two major brick-and-mortar stores in Warsaw that also

have their internet equivalents. Given the common mobile

technology, it would be a foul-up if we did not have any

e-shops. Those who do not have them lose money.

 According to the data collected from our stores, 75% of

sales takes place via the internet. You shouldn’t ignore this.

How open is the Polish society to erotic products, and

how openly are things such as sex, sexuality, eroticism,

etc. accepted?
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If you are not active on the inter-

net, you do not exist in business.”

................................ “

In Poland, things are seldom as open as they are on this picture – topics such

as sex, eroticism, and erotic products are still often branded a taboo subject
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Robert: It’s not bad but we are still far behind German or

Dutch levels of openness. It seems that while erotica and

sex are integral parts of our life, Polish people are ashamed

of this, they don’t talk openly about it at home, they don’t

discuss it with children. Sex must stay in their own bedrooms

and with their own husband or wife. Otherwise it is a sin, as

the Catholic church says.   

Does the Catholic church have a certain influence on the

consumers, especially when it comes to erotic products?

Robert: I can feel there is a grain of truth in it, people’s re-

actions prove it – especially elder people’s reactions –

when someone brings up erotic topics. Anything apart

from traditional sexual intercourse is perceived as some

sort of aberration, e.g. sex with toys such as dildos. People

often ask “How can you put something like this inside your

body?”. I am not an expert but I think the church in Poland

puts people in a dilemma: If you have sex that is accep-

table from the point of view of the church, you are not a

sinner, but if you do something different, you will burn in

hell. Some people would rather not burn there. In my

 opinion, this is the reason why many emotional problems

emerge. I reckon that education by church violates the

freedoms we are entitled to when we are born.  

How are the Polish media addressing these topics? Have

sexuality, intimacy, etc. also made an impact on television,

in printed publications, and on the internet?

Robert: The media are divided, just like everyone else is.

The people on the right wing call for Love Parade boycott.

Journalists show the negative impact of sex shops on

children, they say that it is wrong to show skimpily dressed

(yet not naked) ladies. Other media emphasise their

 liberal stance on this issue. But the media are not much

into  erotica, psycho-sexual health etc., as we noticed at
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our major trade, i.e. EROtrends in 2013 and 2014. Only

three journalists showed up during our main press confe-

rence for the EROtrends Festival Fair. 30 journalists accre-

dited at EROtrends, but 90% of them were freelancers

from social media, who as a matter of fact gave us

good coverage. However, no mainstream journalists

 deigned it necessary to turn up to see the state of the

adult industry. It’s a shame. The Polish internet informs us

about sex, erotica, there are lots of top quality blogs,

there are several portals devoted strictly to sexual issues.

But it’s regrettably little for 38 million citizens!

In many European countries, there have been big

changes in the erotic market as women and couples are

the new focal point of the erotic market. Who is the target

audience of the erotic trade in Poland?

Robert: Certainly, couples are the main customers and

the Polish erotic market concentrates on them. Not long

ago, we focused on the individual customer and his/her

needs only. Now shops offer more and more erotic toys

for couples. It may suggest people are closer to each

other than they used to be. We turned from “me” into “us”

in terms of sexual pleasure. That’s fine because nothing is

better than a partner relationship. It is in fact natural. Focu-

sing on women is in my opinion natural and modern. In

the past, ladies were ashamed of going to sex shops as

people considered them women of loose morals. Nowa-

days it is women who are enthusiastic about shopping in

many cases so it is obvious we must perceive them as

the target customer. We noticed this trend at Playroom

over four years ago when we opened the first Polish erotic

salon for couples called Secret Place. In this place, the

curtains are not drawn, and the elegant interior does not

make customers feel uncomfortable. It was a landmark

decision and it is the only salon of this type in Poland. 
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The reFForm Fetish Store

with a Mister B shop-in-shop system 

In Poland, the internet makes up a particularly big share of overall

erotic product sales, but professional shop concepts can be successful as well
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Let's talk about the brick and mortar trade: What does a

typical Polish adult store look like?

Robert: It is hard to describe a typical store. Now in large

cities such as Warsaw, Cracow, Poznań, or Łódź, the shops

are well-equipped but badly-decorated. The store walls

are full of shelves from the top to the bottom (saving

space) and not spacious enough. A shop over 100 square

meters is a rare thing. Few are larger than 200 square me-

ters. Shop windows

are covered in alu-

minium adhesives

or so-called one-

 vision wraps. And

obviously they pre-

sent a wide range of products but one or two items at the

most. In Warsaw and Cracow, the stores are located in a

certain centre and it is actually easy to reach them, they

are within a walking distance. In other cities, e.g. in Poznań
you must walk a while to find two or three retail stores.

 Generally, they look similar in terms of style, this is a feature

you cannot eliminate.   

Sexual health, sexual wellness, and the big 50 Shades of

Grey hype are the dominant trends in numerous Euro-

pean markets.  What are the current trends in Poland?

Robert: It is not much of a dominating trend in Poland.

The Fifty Shades of Grey film was on in cinemas but

people’s reviews varied. I cannot understand this Polish

approach. On one hand, everyone is ashamed of

 talking about sex, including BDSM, but when they watch

the scene when Christiana “teaches” Anastasia to be

a submissive partner, they think it is not sexual and

should not exist. What is wrong then? In our country,

erotica is a taboo subject and we are taught not to

talk about it, and various sex experiences such as BDSM

are only for the experienced ones. Weird. I also think
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that the sexuality workshops are becoming more and

more old-fashioned. There’s been too much of it, and

how long can you listen to a guide to discovering the

clitoris? Bloggers who write about erotica are really

good at this subject. I know a few really good profes-

sional blogs. The drawback, however, is that they get

commercial, and spontaneous ideas turn into marke-

ting shows. Instead of an objective review, we often

come across perfect lines made

on request. 

Vibrators and the like are not basic

necessities for our daily lives. What

can you tell us about the standard

of living of Poland? How much

 disposable income does the

 average Polish consumer have?

Robert: These are definitely not basic necessities. It is a

shame, though. The economists around the world think

highly of our Polish economy. Also, the standard of living

rose when we joined NATO (1999) and then the Euro-

pean Union (2004). The number of direct foreign invest-

ments in Poland is rising, but Poles are not getting richer

and richer. What kills us is various direct and indirect

 taxes. Young people often have no future here and go

abroad, mainly to the UK. Starting your business in Poland

seems to be easy but red tape discourages people

from doing so. The minimum wage in Poland is PLN1750

(exchange rate EUR 1 = PLN 4,00) that is EUR 437,50.

Taking into account the salaries in other EU member

states, our wage is low. Let’s take the example of

 Germany, the minimum wage is EUR 1473. That is 4 ti-

mes more. It is a surprise that Poles find enough money

to buy erotic gadgets. 

Fig. Minimum wage growth from 2000 to 2015.
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I think it is a pretty

precise estimation to say

that in Poland there are

roughly 180 brick-and-

 mortar stores of varying 

size and  potential. ”

................................ 

“

There is a clear emphasis on brands in the

product range of Secret Place 
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There is a discussion about

quality and brands in the

erotic market. Brands are

obviously more expensive

than no-name products.

Do brands play a big role

in the Polish erotic mar-

ket?

Robert: I can tell you a

great story. In 2010, during

the eroFame premiere in Potsdam, me and my boss met

other experienced businessmen operating in the adult

 industry in Poland. As we were a new business on the mar-

ket, we were advised not to be loyal to brands, because

nobody had ever paid attention to them. We want to

thank them for these pieces of advice because me and

the owner of PLAYROOM did exactly the opposite. We

 invested in the best brands which were achievable for a

small company. Then we imported Bathmate and we

were their general agent, and then there was Pasante

 Healthcare. After that, We-Vibe and LELO and so on. These

were the best brands and today, they dominate the market

and grow year after year. It was our best investment which

has paid off and translated into a long-term cooperation,

lasting up to the present day. In my opinion, professionals

should think about brands when offering products to the

customers. Customers in turn will appreciate the virtues of

a given brand if you present it to them professionally. You

mustn’t push customers to buy it but you must describe it,

provide a marketing decoration and sell it in a professional

way. Affluent customers invest in brands rather than a pro-

duct itself. We can prove it.  

Not so long ago, Europe was stricken by a big economic

crisis that had a very negative effect on the consumer

 climate. Did Poland suffer a lot back then, and how has

the situation developed since? Are the Polish consumers

readily spending their money again?

Robert: I cannot speak on behalf of every store or whole-

sale outlet. Considering our sales indicators, we haven’t

suffered from the crisis much. But we also did things

 differently than others. When stores were closed, sellers

saved money and did not order expensive goods, we

however, did quite the opposite: We invested in the best

products, we had and still have a warehouse that gua-
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rantees a regular pro-

duct cycle from us to

customers and we

do not need to re-

stock it. What’s more,

in the face of the

 crisis we dared to

 organise a pretty

costly venture – ERO-

trends Fair in 2013

and 2014. It won’t take place this year but that is not due

to lack of finances but instead a lack of interest among

the adult industry in Poland. Now, when the crisis has fully

disappeared, we do believe that Poles will be willing to

spend more to buy their favourite adult gadget.  

Usually, it is not only the external factors that affect a

market, but there are also internal elements, such as

a market drifting into a price war, an excess supply of

products, etc. Is the Polish market also affected by

such things?

Robert: Unfortunately, wars always bring losses (also in

the price war). The price war destroys competitors. The

mechanism is old and well-known and so simple that I

cannot believe that people still want to get into it. Shop

A lowers the price, so does shop B. And the other way

round. Instead of taking care of customers and their

service, they spend hours in front of computers monito-

ring their competitors’ prices. If shop A lowers the price

by EUR 0,25 (~PLN1), then shop B lowers it by EUR 0,50

(~PLN2). They both think they can win this war. But

 economy and mathematics are cruel and this battle

must have its negative consequences. In Poland, we

use prices as weapons on an auctioning portal similar

to eBay (it is called Allegro) but the situation is similar in

the case of particular e-stores. Unfortunately, it is a big

problem in the Polish market. A long-standing price war

destroys the market, especially with regard to branded

products. Limitations related to EU law do not allow us

to enact suggested prices. A fierce fight among

 distributors also affects the market. The only company

that has dealt with price dumping is Fun Factory, I guess.

Sadly, most manufacturers do not pay attention to it,

and distributors do not have any tools to take action

against dishonest sellers.  

I N T E R V I E W
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Modern interior design is a trademark of the

Secret Place store
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In many markets, the traditional supply chain of produ-

cer-wholesaler-retailer is falling apart. Is that also the case

in Poland?

Robert: Yes, indeed. It’s clearly falling apart and it is hard

to say what is going to happen next. Soon, the manu-

facturer can be a distributor and a retailer. It’s so-called

wash and go. I suspect that we may lose what’s important

– an individual approach to markets. The manufacturer

doesn’t know what the situation on a given market is, they

don’t know the nature of the market, trends, powers, and

demand. It is a good distributor who knows such things

and should give manufacturers advice on that. Who knows

how much money manufacturers producing, say, red

 dildos will lose since they don't know what the distributor

would know perfectly well: what colour is really popular

right now. So who loses? It is like the line between a manu-

facturer, a distributor, and a retailer is blurred because of

the internet. It’s the internet that allows retail stores to con-

tact manufacturers directly. And these manufacturers

mostly sell their products on their own rather than sending

it to the distributor. After all, the profit is the main priority,

isn’t it? Personally, I find this phenomenon irritating, but

luckily we don’t experience such situations. Another

 problem is fake products which flood the European market,

and the Polish market as well. And what do manufacturers

do? What actions do they take to prevent it?  Fortunately

(for us) there is a factor that makes us irreplaceable. As for

on-line sales, no manufacturers can afford to deal with

every single retail order – but distributors can do it. Speaking

of the above-mentioned situation, e-shops do not have
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their stocks – the distributor is responsible for providing 

the products of a given brand. The market is changing

and we – as a distributor – try not only to adapt to changes

but also to predict them. That is why we have decided to

rely on dropshipping. E-shop customers value a delivery

lead time – for this reason, a distributor seems to be

 irreplaceable if you want to have the package sent on

the same day.   

Being a distributor, you know a lot about the situation in

the erotic markets of other countries. In your opinion, and

compared to these other markets, which is the most

 defining quality of the Polish erotic market?

Robert: The Polish erotic market is growing year after year.

As PLAYROOM, we add our own small brick and we do

what we do best on a daily basis. I think the problem is the

fact that the general attitude towards our industry is wrong

and doesn’t change. I have an impression that many still

consider us untrustworthy companies that deal in a disho-

nourable trade and they don’t want to see us at all. But in

the meantime we provide our country with large amounts

from VAT (in Poland, 23%) paid by the customer. I would

say a very positive feature of the erotic market is determi-

nation. Observing the companies we cooperate with, we

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

In our country, erotica is a taboo

subject and we are taught not to

talk about it.”

................................ 
“

As Robert Strzelecki points out, the growth and future potential of the Polish

erotic market depend on various factors and elements 
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are determined and in spite of difficulties, we can pull

ourselves together and move on. You know, Polish people

do not give up!   

Is there still room and opportunity for growth in the Polish

market for erotic products? What would have to change

so the potential of this market could be exploited to its ful-

lest extent?

Robert: I am not the only one who would say: yes, there is.

Sadly, it all depends on many factors and changes which

must take place in Poland. In Poland, there are political

games, party battles, and the government puts much

 effort into them. Instead of passing necessary laws, the

government argues with the opposing parties on a regular

basis. Instead of making the entrepreneurs’ life easier, they

introduce completely pointless amendments to the existing

regulations. Instead of changing Poland and making us

more open and willing to take advantage of what the

 European Union has to offer, some parties wish to return to

the Middle Ages. It doesn’t make for a good investment

atmosphere and discourages our businessmen from

 starting up their own firms in the adult industry. The Polish

market has potential, but it needs time and our society

needs education. Our society is becoming more and

more open to erotica but there is still a lot of work to be

done. We clearly lack PR actions to convince Poles that
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erotic toys are not a whim or deviation but help us supple-

ment a healthy sexual life. Certainly, when compared to

other markets, our Polish market seems to be small and

not worth paying attention to, but if we do nothing in this

field, we cannot expect sales growth. The customers do

appreciate the product samples but not all producers

choose to distribute free samples or demo products, while

stores cannot afford to pay for them. Few manufacturers

we cooperate with provide us with demo products, but

those we get we readily send to our customers. There is

great potential out there, but we need more time and we

need to educate people. Society is becoming more and

more open to erotica but there is still a lot we need to do.

How can PLAYROOM as a distributor influence the deve-

lopment of the market? Is there something like an “interest

group“, an association or something like that representing

the interests of retailers, wholesalers, and producers to

foster the development of the erotic market?

Robert: PLAYROOM has been trying to win customers as a

distributor for a couple of years. Not only do we offer perfect

service, but we also provide a chance to meet erotic

 industry representatives in Poland during our annual event

entitled OPEN DAY. On this day, we organise training courses

related to social media, e-commerce, we offer product

trainings, etc. We were visited by such guests as Andreas

Åberg of LELO and Sam Watts with Cascade products. We

hosted Kitty Gondek of Standard Innovation Corporation

who trained ours as well as our customers’ shop assistants

in Warsaw and Kraków on We-Vibe products. Nevertheless,

in Poland there is not any association or other form of erotic

business organisation which would represent us before the

authorities or society and media. Sure, there is an NGO

uniting employers in Poland but which of the small shop

owners would pay membership fees for such participation?

And another question is whether adult industry companies

in Poland would wish to be openly represented and parti-

cipate in such an organisation. This would be a requirement

for such an organisation. Even though I know the answer,

let’s leave it unanswered. Playroom has always been an

innovative company. It is Playroom that introduced such

brands as Bathmate, LELO, Nexus, Pasante or We-Vibe to

Poland, to mention but a few. We are still implementing

new solutions, looking into the distant future and trying to

improve what’s already good. 
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Secret Place is a unique store

in the heart of Warsaw
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Have customers demanded you introduce this

 service, or are you just confident that people will

 respond to such a service in a major way?

Eric: Not directly, but we can see from statistics and

questions to our customer service that more and

more people demand fast delivery. Our vision is as

follows: When do people really have time to use their

Eric, is it right that you are now offering Sunday

delivery as your latest service?

Eric Idema: Yes, this is right. We have been talking for

a long time with PostNL, the biggest carrier in the

 Netherlands, to get this arranged. We are Europe’s,

maybe even the world‘s first company in the erotic

industry to offer this service.
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Imagine, i t ' s  Sunday and the mail  man is r inging to br ing you the new vibrator you only

just ordered on the internet the day before. Sounds unreal ist ic? Wrong. I t  is  very much a

real i ty – at least i f  you are l iv ing in the Netherlands where EDC-Internet B.V. has recently

star ted offer ing Sunday del iver ies to i ts  customers.  And we're pretty sure Er ic Idema, the

Chief Executive Off icer of EDC, would also have answered our quest ions on a Sunday to

present his new ser vice to our readers.

“We will do everything to
keep the customer smiling.” 

EDC always delivers – even on Sunday

Eric Idema of EDC is happy when he makes his customers happy -

now also with Sunday deliveries 

exclusive
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.................

When do people have time to use

their toys or read the manual

of their products? It’s on Sunday.”

................................ 
“
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toys or read the manual of the products? It’s on

 Sunday. On the weekend, couples spend time

 together and can make love together, but until now,

it has not been possible to get the products delivered

on Sunday .

Until when does the order have to be placed for it to

be delivered on Sunday?

Eric: At the moment, you can order till Saturday, 

5 PM. But we are working with PostNL to extend the

 ordering window till 11:30 PM.

How much does such a Sunday  delivery cost?

Eric: At the moment, we are charging 4.95 EUR delivery

costs. We even think about offering free shipping above a

certain order amount.

You turned to the Dutch mail service to talk about this spe-

cial service. Did you have to do a lot of explaining and

convincing to get them on board?

Eric: No, they respect our company and our knack for

quick technical  implementations. Therefore, PostNL tries to

involve us directly in every pilot project they have.
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Could you imagine offering that  service in other countries

as well, or will this be a Netherlands-only affair?

Eric: At the moment, we can only offer this service it in the

Netherlands, but we have started talks about  Sunday

 deliveries in Belgium as well.

How important are customer-friendly services such as this

to hold your ground in the fiercely competitive 

e-commerce segment?

Eric: It’s not the price that convinces the customer. The

customer values the service, delivery speed. Customer

satisfaction is our number one priority. We will do everything

to keep the  customer smiling.

Okay, now that you offer Sunday delivery, there can't be

much else you haven't already added to your service from

a logistical standpoint,  or is there?

Eric: We have just started… We do offer every manufactu-

rer the possibility to distribute their products via our

 warehouse to the end customers and make use of our

fast delivery service.

I N T E R V I E W
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EDC invites all producers to benefit from their warehouse

capacities and quick logistics processes
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Baci recently opened a new

warehouse for Europe. Why

did your brand decide, that it

was time for this step?

Helle Panzieri: We decided that

this was a necessary step quite

a while ago, and we’re excited

to have completed the pro-

cess.  Europe represents a large

market for us, and we knew that

warehousing our goods cen-

trally in the region would ultima-

tely improve efficiency and

 customer service. 

Which benefits will your custo-

mers have from the new

 warehouse?

Helle Panzieri: First and foremost, our partners will have

rapid access to our goods, allowing them to order more

frequently and better service their retailers. Our custo-

mers and consumers will see new styles faster and

 hopefully in more locations than ever before.

Will the entire Baci line be available for Europe from there

or do you offer a special assortment for the continent?
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A red traff ic l ight,  a doctor 's  appointment, a s low download. Everybody does i t ,  nobody

l ikes doing i t  – wait ing. The customers of baci have never had to spend much t ime with

this annoying activ i ty,  and now that the company has opened a new warehouse for the 

European market, there wil l be even less waiting for the brand's latest sexy l ingerie products.

In our EAN inter view, Hel le Panzier i  explains which advantages this new warehouse offers

to the t rade, and he gives us a preview of the projects Baci is  cur rent ly working on.

“Europe is extremely
important to us.”

Helle Panzieri: The European fa-

cility will stock our entire catalog,

plus all of our merchandising

and point-of-purchase items.

A new warehouse is always a

commitment to a region too.

How important is Europe for

Baci in general, when you com-

pare it to other regions of the

world?

Helle Panzieri: Europe is

 extremely important to us.  Baci

was born in Europe, and con-

sumers there have known the

brand longer than any other

 region of the world.  We are a

global brand, so we certainly don’t favor one region

over another, of course.  

Where does baci see it's best possibilities for growth in

Europe at the time? Is there a region, which is develo-

ping especially well for Baci at the moment?

Helle Panzieri: Based on our current placement and

projections, Central Europe represents the strongest

 market for us right now.  Many retailers who previously

Helle Panzieri talks about the advantages of the new baci warehouse

exclusive
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Helle Panzieri,

Director of Sales for Baci
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did not offer Baci Lingerie are now representing the brand

with great excitement, and the response has been

 overwhelmingly positive.

Besides your new warehouse, were there any new

 additions to Baci's collections you can tell us about?

Helle Panzieri: Yes!  Our newest styles from the White Label

collection are shipping very soon, and the newest styles

from ENVY Menswear are also now available.  

Do you see any trends in regard of lingerie fashion, that

are emerging right now and we should look out for?

Helle Panzieri: Our new White Label styles incorpo-

rate decorative straps and playful cut outs – two

design elements that we feel are going to be

very popular over the next 12-18 months.  This is

certainly playing off bondage/fetish inspired looks

made popular by 50 Shades and a lot of

 mainstream celebrities.

Will Baci be present on any trade- or fashion shows in the

near future, where retailers and customers can take a

first hand look at your products?

Helle Panzieri: Absolutely!  In addition to our European

partners’ shows, we will be exhibiting at eroFame in

 October. Customers can preview all our latest offerings at

stand 208.
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Baci was born in Europe, and consu-

mers there have known the brand lon-

ger than any other region of the world.”

................................ 
“
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Fetch is the name of the new product line in the

 Mister B range – a line dedicated exclusively to

dog/puppy play. Would you mind explaining what

dog/puppy play is, exactly?

Tony Stark: Human pup play is simply a person losing their

clothes and inhibitions and behaving like a dog to an

 extent. There can be deep, intense role-play, with a human

pup exploring the world on all fours and forming a deep

bond with an owner. Or it can be light-hearted fetish play.
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One of the st rong suits of Mister B is  their  abi l i ty to see new trends – and thus growing de-

mand – f rom a mile away, when these trends are only just  emerging. Case in point:  The

company has added a brand-new product l ine to their  range, cater ing to the growing po-

pular i ty of dog/puppy play. Fetch, as this brand is cal led, was the main topic of our inter-

v iew with Tony Star,  Mister B 's  puppy play exper t.

Often, you will hear human pups say they want to simplify

their desires and motivations as they embrace a new

 expression of themselves, one that is more animalistic and

certainly less socialised. As a puppy, they can wag a tail,

lick their owner's hand, and show feelings in new and direct

ways without fear of judgement. It is one of the most

thoughtful, playful, and sane BDSM variants as it forces

you to take into consideration how you express yourself

and behave as you let go.

exclusive
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Fetch – Mister B introduces dog/puppy play line to the market 

“The local pet store 
was an option.” 

Tony Stark is firm but

fair with his “puppies”
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Allowing someone to explore aspects of themselves

may be fun, but what's erotic about it, you wonder? So-

metimes, it is pure role-playing with no erotic compo-

nents,  because when a pup is a sleepy pup, there is ra-

rely any sexual interaction. Others they may seek

discipline in pup play so they experience dominance

and submission which is a turn-on. The pup is always a

human pup capable of frisky human sexual behaviour

with other pups or their owner. Woof!

Is dog/puppy play very popular within the BDSM

 community?

Tony Stark: Pup play is becoming more and more popular

in the BDSM scene, especially with the younger crowd.

You can tell by the profiles and new websites about pup

play on the internet, and by new pup play events like

Camp K9 in Antwerp and WOOF camp in Berlin.

How many, and what types of products make up the

Fetch collection?

Tony Stark: The Fetch collection comprises a wide

range of products from silicone puppy tails to full dog

hoods and kneepads. Anything  you need to get into

your role as a pup or doggy - Fetch carries it. And the

line is still growing.

Which elements were particularly  important to you during

the development of this product line? The functionality?
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The quality, i.e. materials and

 workmanship?

Tony Stark: Basically, it’s a combination of all

of the above, but first and  foremost, Mister B stands for

quality. Still, we made sure we have all the items in a few

different price ranges so younger fetish-lovers and begin-

ners will be able to fulfil their fantasy as well.  

What do dog/puppy play lovers  expect from products

geared  towards this special kind of erotic role playing?

Tony Stark: The important thing in this case is the

 personalisation of your fetish. As dog/pup, you no longer

want to be seen as human but you also want to be your

own little character. That’s why Mister B's FETCH offers se-

veral styles of dog hoods made from different materials. 

Fetch premiered at Leather Pride in Antwerp. What kind

of feedback has Mister B received thus far?

Tony Stark: Fetch had a soft launch at Darklands with

Antwerp Leather Pride, with our own Fetch Lounge. The

Fetch lounge was right across from camp K9 where most

off the puppies from all over Europe gathered. There was

a lot of interest and appreciation from the pup crowd.  

Now, dog/puppy play lovers can get their products from

Mister B, but what about before? Did they have to go to

the local pet stores to find the right products? 

Tony Stark: A few years ago when it wasn’t that popular

with the big crowd, the local pet store was an  option. But

over the course of the last few years, several small web

shops have sprung up who specialise in this niche market. 
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Pup play is beco-

ming more and more

popular in the BDSM

scene, especially with

the younger crowd.”

................................ 

“
Tony Stark, Mister B's puppy play

expert, goes walkies

Fetch offers anything you

need for dog/puppy play
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In the USA you are called “The Duck Man”, the Ger-

mans call you “Enten-Tony”... do you know what they

call you in Spanish, Russian, Portuguese etc?

Tony Levine: I have no idea, but

I would love to find out. I didn’t

even know about the Ger-

man name. Here is what

Wikipedia says. Enten is

a Sumerian fertility

deity. He was

said to have

been created

by Enlil as a

guardian of far-

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

Tony Levine 
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Questions & Answers 

exclusive

This edition of Monthly Mayhem truly has everything but the kitchen sink: Sumerian deities,

flying monkeys and squirrels, a Mormon girl, Miami Vice, a Bolivian blonde, Superman … If you

are wondering how all these things could possibly fit together, read on as “The Duck Man“

Tony Levine stirs them into an enticing and enter taining potpourri for your reading pleasure.

mers, along with the vegetation god Emesh. Enten

was given specific  responsibility for the fertility of ewes,

goats, cows,  donkeys, birds, and other animals. He is

identified with the abundance of the earth and with

the winter period. Really? 

What was your childhood ambition? 

Tony Levine: At 8 years old: fly Jets, train my hamsters

to walk a tightrope, and see my first boob.

How did you get into the love toy industry? 

Tony Levine:This Mormon girl I used to work with at Mat-

tel convinced me that I would be doing the female

population a favour if I made safer and less sexist pro-

ducts than what was on shelves in the early 1990’s.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing

now? 

Tony Levine: Teaching monkeys and squirrels aerobatic

flight manoeuvres over the Sea of Cortez. All the while

running a product development firm that addresses

3rd world needs.

What is your idea of a perfect working day? 

Tony Levine: An exciting product concept meeting,

lunch on the beach, and a large order sitting on my

desk when I return.

How do you relax after work? 

136
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Who would you never ever like to see naked? 

Tony Levine: I never again want to see Serge naked (cute butt though) or

Hilary Clinton.

You have a month’s holiday. Where would you go? 

Tony Levine: The beaches of  Mexico: sleeping in a hammock under the palm

trees.

Which three things would you take with you to a deserted island? 

Tony Levine: Sunscreen, Cable TV and Superman. Anything else I need, Super-

man can fly and get.

Is there anything you would never do again? 

Tony Levine: A blonde I met in Bolivia. She had breath like an Iguana.

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

Tony Levine: What’s this word “relax”

you speak of? Sounds like a fantasy.

Ok, Ok… I have a fruit orchard I

tend to when I need some

outdoor  meditation.

Which personal suc-

cess are you proud

of? 

Tony Levine: While in

college, my grandmot-

her suffered a stroke

and no matter how

much  physical therapy she

had, she could not get back

the hand control she needed

to feed herself. This was the inspi-

ration  behind one of my first patents,

a special adaptive feeding device

for stroke victims. I later sold the  patent

and paid my parents back the loan

they gave me to file the patents. Kno-

wing these people were able to feed

themselves again due to my efforts

made me very proud. This satisfaction

is the reason I keep inventing in and

out of the adult industry.

What do you particularly like about

yourself?  

Tony Levine: My creative abilities.

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Tony Levine:Miami Vice… what a hor-

rible show.

................

What’s this word ‘relax’ you speak

of? Sounds like a fantasy.”  

...........................“
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